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Study cites system misuse 
Zzzzzzzzzzz 
Kevin Payne, from Louisville, teems to find more comfort on 
the window sill in the Wallace Building than in his own bed or. 
Periscope— 
more than likely, class. Perhaps something, or someone, has 
caught his attention from down below. 
By ROBIN PATER 
Editor 
Following an investigative study 
conducted by the Division of Public' 
Safety, a report completed recently 
concluded that "misapplication of the 
reheat system was the initial cause of 
the mold problems" in the Wallace 
Building. 
The investigation of the academic 
building was initiated by Larry 
West brook, assistant director of the 
Division of Public Safety, following 
complaints and second-hand reports his 
office received from faculty who said 
that they found mold growing on their 
bookshelves. 
Air samples were taken in 30-minute 
intervals for exposure as a part of the 
study, resulting in the findings of 
penicillin, aspergillus and yeast spores, 
which West brook said are common in 
the air in this part of the country. 
However, the study pointed out that 
of the random rooms, which had 
samples taken in Wallace, one "seems 
to be the heaviest in mycotic con- 
tamination," and noted that the areas 
around  the window  were  highest  in 
penicillin and aspergillus. 
Westbrook added that if someone 
would come in contact with "a good 
dose of it" (aspergillus and pencillin) 
and happened to be allergic to it. one 
might suffer upper respiratory 
problems. 
Another room sampled was said to 
contain "normal types of con- 
tamination." The study added, 
however, that when the samples wer- 
taken, the air circulation was not on 
and therefore, those results may not be 
accurate. 
The study's recommendations state 
that proper air filtration should occur in 
the building, that a seal be placed 
around the windows and that the air 
coming into the building should be 
tempered so that an environment for 
mold growth is not created. 
The study showed that currently the 
air filters are not being changed on a 
regular basis. 
Westbrook indicated that when the 
building's reheating system is running 
this fall as it was originally designed 
for, the problems should be eliminated. 
"We hope we've licked the problem" 
Westbrook remarked. 
He explained that the high content of 
bacterial growth found in Wallace was 
the result of misuse of the building's 
reheating -system, which Westbrook 
added is very inefficient in terms of 
energy conservation 
Former President Jimmy Carter's 
energy conservation guidelines had 
forced the University to make changes 
in some or the buildings' heating and 
cooling systems. Therefore, the 
reheating part of Wallace's system was 
shut off last summer so that just the 
cooling part was in use. 
Westbrook explained that this caused 
higher humidity and heat levels in the 
building, providing "a perfect en- 
vironment for spores." 
Since the new Keagan administration 
does not require public buildings to 
meet the former federal guidelines, the 
system can once again be run at full 
use. 
Westbrook said that his office wHI 
keep a close look on the Wallace 
Building to see if the problems are 
corrected in the fall berauav ol proper 
use of the reheat ing system 
Steve Mellon sounds off about the 
sexual harassment he has had to 
endure by the women editors at 
the Progress.   See his column on 
Page 3 for the illicit details 
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Bays advocates private enterprise 
No major fires since 1978 
Fire safety prevalent 
on campus 
By ROBIN PATER 
Editor 
It has been a rather calm, routine 
time for the campus this year, as far as 
fires are concerned. 
In fact, there hasn't been a major fire 
on campus since 1978 - over three years 
ago - when a fire on the 10th floor of 
Telford Hall broke out. 
Larry Westbrook, assistant director 
of the Division of Public Safety, had 
only been at the University for m 
months when the Telford fire occurred 
in January on a cold, snowy night. 
The fire which started in a coed's 
room, was contained in that room, 
Westbrook said, because the door from 
the room to the bathroom (which ad- 
joined another room) was closed and, 
therefore, kept the fire from spreading. 
"There's a good reason to shut the 
doors" in case of a fire, Westbrook 
added. "The temperature in there was 
about 12- to 1,500 degrees," he said, 
leafing through some dismal photos of 
the fire. 
Westbrook indicated that the fire was 
put out and evacuation done smoothly, 
probably due to the prior fire drilling 
that had taken place. About three 
weeks before the fire, Westbrook said, 
he had the Richmond Fire Department 
practice getting the fire engines up next 
to the high-rise dormitories 
In addition, the students had recently 
had a fire drill, practicing evacuation. 
"So when the alarm went off they 
knew exactly what to do ... so there 
was no problem with the evacuation," 
Westbrook recalled. "We have Are 
drills in every dorm on campus at least 
once a semester." 
But that's not all the Division of 
Public Safety is doing in its efforts to 
prevent fires and other safety hazards 
from occuring on campus. Over the 
past two years, the fire safety projects 
on campus have seen $500,000 worth of 
improvements. 
Public safety has already had 
maintenance workers install smoke 
detector systems in Burnam, Dupree 
and Case halls and the equipment for 
six other dormitories is set for in- 
stallation "as soon as Buildings and 
Grounds can get around to putting them 
in," according to Westbrook. 
These systems to be installed are 
automatic systems that would set off 
the fire alarm systems automatically, 
Westbrook explained. "And we have 
just replaced the fire alarm systems in 
three dorms," he added. 
Only two residence halls have fire 
sprinkler systems - Burnam and 
Sullivan halls (the two oldest dorms on 
campus) - which Westbrook com- 
mented that he is glad about. 
"We've done a lot of work around 
here on this campus," said Westbrook, 
but he also said, "I'd like to see an 
automatic smoke detection system in 
every dorm." 
Heat detection devices are located in 
certain areas of all buildings on 
campus, such as mechanical rooms and 
janitors' closets, Westbrook pointed 
out. 
The assistant director of public safety 
said he feels the University is "right up 
there" with other college campuses 
where fire safety is concerned. 
And the environmental safety and 
health of everyone on campus is just 
exactly what concerns Westbrook. 
His office is responsible for con- 
ducting on-site inspections for fire and 
safety-related hazards and then 
correcting these hazardous conditions. 
Public Safety also develops written 
safety rules, provides safety training 
and education on campus for students 
and employees and programs In the 
dorms and keeps illness and injury 
records. 
Investigating accidents on campus - 
for the sake of prevention - and 
monitoring and evaluating its own 
(See SAFETY, Page 3) 
By BETTY MAI.KIN 
News Editor 
"Some people regard private en- 
terprise as a predatory tiger to be shot. 
Others look on it as a cow they milk. Not 
enough people see it as a healthy horse 
pulling a sturdy wagon." Sir Winston 
Churchill. April IS«A 
University alumnus Karl Bays 
echoed those famous words spoken by 
Churchill over 20 years ago when he 
told about 250 people attending the 
University Business Day lecture April 
21 that the country must return to the 
"irreplaceable basic values'' of free 
enterprise. 
Bays, a 1955 graduate of the 
University and recipient of an Out- 
standing Alumnus honor in 1973. out- 
standing alumnus in the history of 
higher education in 1974 and an 
honorary Doctor of Laws degree in 
1977. is the chief executive officer of 
American Hospital Supply Corporation. 
Bays told the business students the 
initiative and the enterprise must come 
from them - people who have "con- 
cern, commitment, faith and energy." 
He called this an "old and durable 
attitude." 
"It's an attitude that says enterprise 
is truly free only when freedom is truly 
enterprising, not just something to be 
taken passively or for granted." 
Bays never took freedom nor free 
enterprise for granted. He used it and 
perhaps even milked it aa if a cow. Bays 
joined the American Hospital Supply 
Corporation as a sales representative in 
1958. Sixteen years later, Bays not only 
served as chief executive officer, but 
was also elected chairman of the board 
The corporation reported 1980 sales of 
$2.3 billion and earnings of $122 million. 
Bays referred to free enterprise as a 
cure for the nation's poor economic 
condition. In order for a reduction in big 
government to work. Bays explained. 
people need to exercise "self-discipline, 
independent thinking, voluntary action 
and free enterprise." 
"Weil need to take risks and engage 
in daring action," he added. 
"Government can calculate, 
deliberate and legislate." Bays stated. 
"I hope it can regulate. But govern- 
ment can't create. It can't provide 
better products, new markets or higher 
productivity. That's the job of 
managers throughout our free en- 
terprise system, and it's ours alone " 
Bays reminded the business students 
that the American people have pointed 
to Washington as the problem. But he 
reiterated that people must now point to 
tliemselves as the solution. 
Bays said that businesses must 
return to the free enterprise system 
with "a willingness to hold 
organizations and actions up to 
scrutiny, a knowledge that fixing faults 
starts   with   admitting   them   and   a 
conviction that the problems are far 
less significant than our ability to solve 
them." 
Bays welcomed foreign industry 
competition to U.S. markets as a means 
of motivating and upping the standards 
of industry in this country. He said that 
U.S. industry has been lucky to have 
been challenged by successful foreign 
competitors because it has stifled any 
smugness that might have been created 
due to past successes and motivated 
industry toVreate products that can 
compete in the world market. 
Bays said the United States needs to 
get over any "fortress mentality" it has 
when thinking about international 
trade. "I'm referring to a mentality 
that tries to keep foreign competitors 
out," he explained, "but does its 
greatest damage by keeping our own 
competitive abilities in." 
Managers need to shun nearsighted 
planning and instead plan for the 
(See BAYS. Page 14) 
Regent 
petitions 
filed 
The following students have sub- 
knitted petitions for candidacy for the 
josition of Student Regent: Bernard 
Bandy. Tim Crawley, Mike Ditchen. 
Dana Gibson. Dennis McCracken, 
(iayburn Trowell, Mike Walton and 
Douglas Young. 
These eight students filed petitions 
with Doug Whitlock, executive 
assistant to the president before the 
4:30p.m. deadline yesterday. 
However, at presstime a check on the 
eligibility of the candidates and the 
validity of the petition signatures had 
not been completed. 
The student member of the Board of 
Regents must be a full-time student 
who is a Kentucky resident. 
According to Whitlock, a candidate 
must receive a majority of the votes in 
the election. If a majority is not ob- 
tained by a candidate, then a runoff 
election will be held. 
The regular election for Student 
Regent will be held Tuesday, April 28, 
from 10 a.m. until 8 p.m. in the Powell 
Building. If a runoff election is 
necessary, it will be held Thursday, 
April 30, also from 10a.m. to6pm. 
Postal service attempts 
to hurdle increase problems 
By TIM EATON 
Staff Writer 
Since United States Postal Service 
increases on March 22, it has become a 
somewhat bothersome task to mail 
letters with the facilities here at the 
University, but the U.S. Postal Service 
is trying to remedy the situation. 
Randy Kearns, supervisor of mails 
and delivery at the postal service, said 
that much of the problem was due to an 
uncertainty about the increase. The 
exact postal increase was not known so 
a "B stamp" was produced to carry the 
change-over until the correct stamp 
could be produced and distributed. 
"We should be getting the 18 cent 
stamps soon," said Kearns. 
In the meantime students are paying 
25 cents for 18 cents worth of stamps in 
the Powell  Building,  the  University 
Store and other businesses. These 
machines are, according to Kearns, not 
affiliated with the postal service and do 
not follow the guidelines the postal 
service sets for itself For instance the 
privately-owned machines do not give 
the same amount of stamps for cents 
received as does the postal service. 
It is not known where the extra 
money goes. "We don't know who they 
are that own the private stamp vending 
machines but they do buy their stamps 
from us." said Kearns. 
The postal service does own the self 
service postal unit between the Rowlett 
and Brewer Buildings and it has just 
had all the internal parts replaced, 
according to Kearns. He explained, "if 
people get ripped off from one of our 
machines we want them to come in and 
ask for a refund." 
Kearns mentioned that since there 
have been no 18 cent stamps in yet, they 
are having problems in selling people 
the stamps they need "We are trying to 
get more stamps in to help the situation 
but we are limited in supplies." He 
continued, "We encourage you to use 
all stamps no matter how many will be 
on the letter. Eighteen cents is such an 
odd price it really threw the postal 
service for a loop when the changeover 
cameabout." 
Kearns blamed a major portion of the 
problem of receiving the correct 
postage to the number of stamps per 
roll that the machines can handle. The 
machines can only take rolls of 5,000 
stamps. He said. "We are trying to put 
a two cent stamp in with a 15 cent and a 
three cent stamp for our machines but 
(See SERVICE. Page 14) 
Unrelated 'twins' perplex 
University community 
By STEVE MELLON 
Eea tares Ed Mar 
Editor's note: This to a tale aboat 
Clady Holl.aeslt aad Katharine Wiles, 
both 22-year-oM University stadeats. 
They are not related hi any way; 
their remarkable resemblance Is 
purely coincidental and so Is their 
Baeatssg. 
Their'i is a strange aad bizarre tale 
that coald only happen in a special tine 
and plarr. 
Ladies and gentlemen, yea are about 
to enter... The Twilight Zone. 
Scene I: In January Holtxapple was 
with her brother in a nightclub in 
downtown Richmond 
Holtzapple's brother turned to her 
and said. "Cindv. I only had one drink 
tonight and I'm not hallucinating, but 
that girl looks just like you." 
Holtzappie turned to see the girl her 
brother was talking about. 
The girl is Katharine Wiles; her 
physical features are remarkably 
similar to Holtzapple's 
In fact, it's bard to tell the two apart. 
Wiles, a graduate student studying 
clinical psychology, and Holtzappie, a 
senior public relations major, 
described their meeting. 
"We just looked at each other," said 
Wiles. "It was like looking into a 
mirror. 
"I couldn't believe it when I looked at 
her." 
Holtzappie was equally shocked: 
"That was really strange because 
you stand in one spot and you look over 
and you're standing in another," she 
said. "It freaked me out." 
Indeed, the women look like twins - 
they both have long brown hair, they 
are the same height, their eyes are the 
same color, and their facial features 
are as similar as two well-matched 
shoes. 
But the resemblance doesn't stop 
there 
Cindy said that when she met 
Katharine in the nightclub, a funny 
feeling came over her. 
"It was lUte I knew her when I first 
started talking to her," she said. 
After the meeting, she sai d. they went 
out to their cars, a journey which 
turned out to be a bizarre incident in 
itself. 
They both own small, silver compact 
cars and - believe it or not Mr. Ripley - 
the cars, just happened to be parked 
side by side that night. 
That's strange. 
"Everybody tells us we ought to be on 
That's Incredible," said Holtzappie. 
Well OK, that's incredible. But lets 
back    up.    There   are   even   more 
similarities. 
(See UNRELATED. Page 4) 
Confusion. Confusion Twentytwo-month-old Jeremy Gandy 
probably felt like a book stuck between two bookends as he 
sat between look-alikes Katharine Wiles, left, and Cindy 
V 
Holtzappie, right. Jeremy is the son of Mr and Mrs. Kenneth 
Grandy from McHenry, 111. 
\ 
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Editorials, 
Reagan politics 
What a tangled 
web he weaves... 
. 
By DEBBIE K IKK I K 
finest Opinion 
\ The iisy bitsy spider climbed up 
the While House wall. Once he 
defeated ihe spider of ihe souihern 
species, he began lo spin his web. 
• Now, ihe web thai Ronnie the 
spider spins will have 10 be sturdy. 
After all, it will be his home for the 
rfcxt four years. Who knows, if he 
does his spinning carefully, he could 
live there four more years. That is. 
of course, if he survives. 
Ronnie the spider is very con- 
fident in his web-building talents. 
','Well, I'll name my web the new 
New Deal," he says with a 
Hollywood smile. 
But alas, as he spins his web, 
many obstacles stand in his way. 
First of all, Ronnie isn't exactly a 
spring spider. Oh, one could never 
tell. His hairs are the shiniest black, 
right down to Ihe bottom of all eight 
feet. 
Ronnie finds many snags in his 
Shuttle has worth 
web. Snags such as so- ial welfare 
spending, educational programs, 
student loans and others which 
complicate his spinning techniques. 
He thinks thai by trimming the 
federal taxes and spending strands, 
he can tighten up his web. 
He trims and cuts, cuts and trims, 
but it never seems enough. In fact, 
due to some miscalculations, he 
discovers he will have to cut an 
additional three billion flaws from 
his web; probably more. 
Woe is ihe plight of Ronnie the 
spider. His web must be snag-free to 
contain any flies, let alone be a snug 
home. Without Johnny Q. Public 
the fly, Ronnie doesn't stand a 
chance. 
As time goes on, Ronnie becomes 
so confused as lo what he should be 
cutting and what he should be 
keeping intact, that his web becomes 
a big tangled mess. 
Finally, Ronnie lets out a sigh and 
wishes the rain would come and 
wash him off the While House wall. 
Space research reaps benefits     Letters 
(Editor's Nate: The folio wing was 
Submitted by James Hervat. produc- 
tion designer for the Hummel 
Planetarium here la response lo a 
Weekly column, not editorial, by 
Markka Shelburne entitled "Shuttle 
Seattle." which appeared in the April IS 
of the Progress an the editorial 
By JAMES HERVAT 
Gaest Opinion 
I must take exception to Markita 
Shelburne's editorial on the Space 
Shuttle, not so much for her opinion, 
which she has a right to express, but 
because she chose to write on a subject 
which, by her own admission, she 
knows little about. 
Her ignorance of the Shuttle program 
(or anyone else's, for that matter) does 
not diminish the very real worth of 
space research to all of us 
In these troubled economic times we 
all have a tendency to dismiss 
programs that we don't fully un- 
derstand as wasteful and wish that 
funds could be channeled to causes we 
deem more worthy. 
I find it ironic, however, that Miss 
Shelburne would very admirably ad- 
vocate help for educational programs 
on one hand, but would shortsightedly 
do so at the expense of further 
knowledge. 
Last week's flight or the craft that 
made it did not cost $10 billion - that 
figure, is the cost of the years of 
research and development required to 
develop the technology to regularly arid 
economically put people and payloads 
into space. 
Why is space so important? Brevity 
does not permit a complete answer (if 
indeed one even exists), but I would be 
remiss if I did not, at least, make an 
attempt in light of the opinion ex- 
pressed in Miss Shelburne's column. 
I agree with her that her indifference 
to the Shuttle program is probably 
shared by many others, but I would add 
that such widespread public apathy is 
also dangerous, coming at such a 
crucial point in human history. 
In a nutshell, space research, 
perhaps more than any other endeavor, 
seeks long-range solutions to very 
large-scale problems. The prevalent 
attitude seems to be that money is 
being wasted sent "up there" when it is 
so badly needed "down here." 
It is becoming increasingly evident, 
however, that our planet with all of its 
problems can be better understood if It 
is put in the perspective of being just 
another small body in a vast universe. 
As such, its fate is governed by the 
same laws of physics that presumably 
exist everywhere. We, then, can learn 
more about our own world by observing 
other worlds. For example, our full 
understanding of the large-scale 
weather patterns on earth was ham- 
pered by the effects of localized 
weather patterns. 
In 1974 Mariner 10's first photos of 
Venus' upper atmosphere cloud pat- 
terns (much simpler than the earth's) 
instantly confirmed the existence of 
pole-to-equator weather circulation — 
long suspected but unproven on our 
planet. 
When Mariner 9 arrived to perform 
the first orbital reconnaissance of Mars 
in 1971. it found the entire planet 
engulfed in a titanic dust storm. 
While waiting patiently for the at- 
mosphere to clear for surface 
photography. Mariner found that the 
mean surface temperature dropped 
several degrees because of the dust in 
the Martian air. On earth a similar 
temperature drop would be sufficient to 
trigger another Ice Age - a graphic 
demonstration of the very possible 
effects of our own self-inflicted 
pollution that most of us still choose to 
ignore. 
All information gained from any 
scientific research, no matter how 
trivial or remote it seems from our 
daily troubles, can be looked upon as a 
piece of a puzzle that is slowly taking 
shape. The solution to the puzzle may 
eventually free us from our daily cares 
of food and energy shortage, poverty, 
illness and natural disaster. 
Addressing other points made by 
Miss Shelburne, HEW spends the entire 
annual NASA budget every 10 days - 
even if the entire space program budget 
was cut, the amount saved would 
scarcely make a dent in education's 
financial woes. 
Miss Shelburne also sees fit to dwell 
on the "failures, corrections and 
catastrophes that have cost the tax- 
payer a bundle." The Space Shuttle I 
watched last week performed per- 
fectly, as near as I could tell. 
The delays and cost overruns only 
serve to underline the almost in- 
comprehensible complexity of the 
undertaking. This complexity was 
belied by the flawless performance of 
the finished product. 
Upon seeing the perfect touchdown in 
the Mojave Desert, perhaps many of us 
were moved to ask, hands on hips, 
"Now, was that so difficult?" I'm sure 
it was. 
Miss Shelburne's comment about the 
space program's "basic mistakes that 
have caused a severe waste of funds" 
apparently overlooks NASA's in- 
credible string of successful missions 
over the past 10 years. 
I would gladly compare NASA's track 
record in attempting near-impossible 
technological feats like automated 
Mars landings and Jupiter and Saturn 
encounters, working with minimal 
funding, with the success rate of just 
about any other government program. 
Other government agencies can take a 
lesson from NASA in the area of 
management alone. 
Summing up, I feel it is irresponsible 
and shortsighted to advocate additional 
cuts in the space program's budget, 
just becuase one didn't take the time to 
investigate its past and future benefits 
The success of Columbia's first flight 
is not important becuase it boosted the 
morale of the people who launched it or 
becuase it put us ahead of the Soviets 
(I'm sure that scientists, U.S. or Soviet, 
could care less about such political 
childishness - the military might be 
another story.). 
The real importance is that it is now 
easier to get the pieces of the puzzle. 
Space research, whether we realize it 
or not, has vastly improved all over 
lives already and, if it doesn't succeed 
in helping us understand our planet 
before we make it uninhabitable, 
perhaps it will give us a second chance 
and provide us with another place to 
live. 
I agree that education deserves all 
the help it can get. I hope further that 
our educators will teach us never to be 
shortsighted in our goals and that they 
will have the wisdom to instill in us 
concern for future generations, as well 
as our own, so that we might take better 
care of the beautiful planet that has 
been entrusted to us. 
A Second Look 
'Cooked' up 
Mgfrkitei ttelbtjrae 
Support BED 
To the Editor. 
On behalf of the Student Senate and 
the Academic Affairs Committee, I 
would like to thank The Eastern 
Progress for its coverage and support 
for the Book Exchange Directory 
(BED). 
For those students who have not 
heard about BED yet, I would like to 
take this final opportunity to explain it. 
Anyone wishing to sell textbooks 
should come to Conference Room A on 
April 28, 29, and 30 from 9 a.m. to 3:30 
p.m. (3:15 on the 30th). The student 
should fill out an information card on 
each book he or she wishes to sell and 
then place the card in our file. 
Students wishing to buy books should 
come to Conference Room A at the 
same time and look through our file to 
find the book he or she needs. The buyer 
will then call the seller and negotiate 
the sale. 
I hope students will take advantage of 
this new book exchange system to both 
buy and sell their textbooks. Thanks 
again to the Progress staff for their 
help* JoeKappes 
and the Student Senate 
Bravo, Show Choir 
To the Editor, 
If we may, let us use this space to 
express our appreciation to the 
members of the Show Choir for the 
spring concert performance on Friday 
evening, April 10. 
It was excellently done, provided 
wonderful entertainment and was a 
needed lift for some sagging spirits. 
To all in the choir, we thank you for a 
truly enjoyable evening. 
Basil and Lois Clark 
Vote Tim C raw ley 
To the Editor, 
Tuesday, April 14 was a very special 
day for Neil and myself. Our com- 
fortable victory in the Student 
Association elections leads us to believe 
that we have (he support of you. the 
students, and indeed we are grateful. 
Of course we realize that our victory 
would not have been possible without 
the help of countless people. Although 
we do not have room to mention 
everyone, we want you to know that we 
appreciate your help - more than you'll 
ever know. We feel as though this 
election has shown us who our friends 
really are. 
The celebration is now over for the 
New Direction Party and we are now 
ready to embark upon our commitment 
to establish a more visible and 
workable Student Government. 
We envision a government that it _ 
First it was Santa Claus. 
Then It was the Easter Bunny. 
Now it is newspapers. 
You just can't trust anyone 
anymore. 
I realized thai they didn't always 
leH me the truth, few institutions or 
people do. 
Being a natural doubter, I have 
rarely fully believed what I see, not 
to mention what I read. 
However, it is disappointing to 
hear a great institution have to 
admit lo a mistake (a nice name for 
a lie) that captured one of the most 
coveted awards in the literary world. 
Janet Cooke has managed, in one 
story, which was by the way fan- 
tastic, to destroy the credibility that 
journalists strive for daily to place 
in the minds of their readers. 
She told the amazing story of an 
eight-year-old heroin addict named 
Jimmy in an amazing narrative. 
Unfortunately, the amazing part 
of the story was thai it was the 
truth, at least in the unsuspecting 
( 
minds of the readers. 
Just as one small explosion can 
destroy the work of thousands in 
one brief moment, so did Cooke 
when the news broke that Ihe story 
was fabricated. 
The Washington Post, who 
spawned the incredible team of Carl 
Bernstein and Bob Woodward, 
seems to have produced a real lemon 
-this time. 
Deadline pressure is a definite job 
hazard. Reporters have to churn out 
copy that is sometimes not as ac- 
curate as it should be. Sometimes 
reporters and-or their editors simply 
do not have the time to check 
sources and follow up all the 
possible mistakes in an article. 
Sometimes ihe only way to find out 
the mistakes in the story is to print 
it. Believe me, the public will let you 
know. 
All that can be done to amend has 
been done. The Post has publicly 
apologized. Cooke has been fired 
and will undoubtedly only be found 
\f 
responsive to all the students and one 
that students are aware of. In light of 
this, we encourage all of you to consider 
running for a seat in Senate next year; 
we need your input and support. 
Finally, both Neil and myself would 
like to endorse a candidate for Student 
Regent. This is an immensely im- 
portant position and one which we will 
work closely with in the upcoming year. 
We feel that Tim Crawley has the 
credentials to fulfill the duties of 
Regent effectively. It is our hope that 
you will continue the "New Direction" 
and vote for its candidate - Tim 
Crawley, April 28. 
Carl Kroner 
NeilDimond 
Dennis McCracken 
To the Editor, 
I would like to endorse Dennis Mc- 
Cracken for the position of Student 
Regent for 1981-82. 
A pre-med major, Dennis has been 
quite active in service and social 
organizations while maintaining an 
excellent academic record during his 
three years at the University. 
His service roles have included 
Student Senator for the College of 
Natural and Mathematical Sciences, 
RA, past member of Hall Council and 
student representative to the College of 
Natural and Mathematical Sciences 
Tenure Committee. 
Dennis is currently a member of 
Collegiate PenUcIe senior honorary 
and Caduceus pre-professional club. 
I feel Dennis would ably serve the 
student body as its representative to the 
Board of Regents. 
Sarah Fretty 
Question your rights 
To the Editor, 
You have rights, aa well as respon- 
sibilities, as a student here. You have 
the same right to question ad- 
ministrative officials here, as you 
would question a faculty member 
concerning a grade. 
The point is simply this - if you feel 
you have been abused or harassed by 
anyone in an official position here, you 
CAN do something about it. After all. 
you're paying part of their salary. 
If it weren't for you and about 14,000 
others like you, they would not have a 
job here. Our administrative officials 
are here to help serve you, not vice 
versa, as you may sometimes be led to 
believe. 
If you or your organization has been 
abused or harassed or you feel someone 
in the administration is not doing a very 
good job for you, there are several 
things you can do about it 
v First, you can take it to the Student 
Association    through    your    student 
writing bona fide fiction from now 
on. 
All that is left is for the 
newspaper industry which does 
depend on the trust of their readers 
to wait and hope that time and the 
merits of many years of diligent 
service will overrule the mistake of 
oneoverzealous reporter. 
Prevention is the key to the 
preservation of the trust between a 
newspaper and its readers. 
The responsibility, then, lies in 
the hands of the reporter, the person 
who is in contact with the people 
and who transports the news from 
the event to the finished product on 
the printed page. 
Unfortunately, Cooke did not 
hold sacred the trust she was given 
to guard. Unfortunately, she is the 
one who is held up instead of the 
thousands of reporters who do then- 
jobs and do them well. 
For every Janet Cooke there is- 
also a Bob Woodward or Carl 
Bernstein. 
V 
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ator. Our newly-elected president 
and vice president were members of a 
very active Student Rights and 
Responsibilities Committee and are 
vary receptive to your needs and 
concerns and will take action. 
You can take problems to your 
organization's faculty adviser, your 
dean, the ombudsman and even fur- 
ther, if you feel it's necessary. 
So if you feel like there are things 
here at Eastern that you can't do much ! 
about changing, don't just timidly 
submit to it. Challenge it! If you don't 
challenge injustice and arbitrary 
dictatorial policies, they not only will 
persist -- they'll thrive. 
RobChesley- 
Vote Mike Ditchen 
To the Editor. 
With the election of an out-of-state 
student as Student Association 
President, we, the students of Eastern, 
will have a chance to elect a student as , 
our representative to the Board of 
Regents. I would like to take this op 
portunity to endorse Mike Ditchen as 
the best candidate for the job. 
Mike is currently a graduate student 
at Eastern and will be able to devote 
much of his time as regent to the 
students. In the five years he has been 
at Eastern, Mike has seen five regents 
serve at the position and can apply that' 
experience to his execution of the job. 
Mike is one of only two students ever to 
have served four years in the Student. 
Senate. He is capable, conscientious, 
and experienced in dealing with the 
administration. Mike also has a good 
relationship with the Student 
Association President and the 
Presidents of Men's and Women's 
Interdorm. He will be able to work with 
and represent these groups well. 
Clearly, there is no better qualified 
candidate for regent than Mike Dit 
chen. In the two years I have known' 
him  he  has  been  outstanding as  a . 
Student  Senator and student.   I  en- 
courage all students to join with me and 
vote  for  Mike   Ditchen   for  Student - 
Regent on Tuesday, April 38 
Charles Fortney f 
Vote Dana Gibson 
To the Editor, 
Due to the large number of can- 
didates who desire the now vacant post 
of Student Regent, we fed it is 
necessary to try to distinguish one 
candidate from the rest of the field. 
This man is Dana Gibson. He has 
proven his ability to work for all 
students, not just certain select groups. 
He has been active as a more con- 
cerned member of Student Government 
and will continue to work for the goal of 
improving the University by giving all 
students and organizations a voice on 
•he highly important Board of Regents. 
Donald Cundiff 
Bruce Leinweber 
Dennis O'Hearn 
Vote locally 
TotheEditor, 
As a concerned, full-time student and - 
a registered voter, I would like to en- -. 
courage more Eastern students to get I; 
involved in the upcoming local elec- ;•; 
tions.   Responsible   citizens   exercise '■'.] 
their right to vote in all elections '.''. 
You have until April 27 to register to 
vote In the May primary. The local 
primary will be held on May 26 when 
most of you will have returned home. 
For those of you who will not be in '. 
Richmond on the day of the primary, ; 
please drop by the county clerk's office '•'.'• 
in the Madison County Courthouse and '•''• 
request an absentee ballot.  You can 
also register to vote in the clerk's of-   " 
flee. 
My son, R. David Shew, is a can- 
didate for Mayor of Richmond. David 
graduated from Eatem Kentucky in 
1177 with a B.B.A. in accounting He is ' 
employed at The Rlchmand Register as 
assistant to the publisher 
I'm asking my fellow students to 
support and vote for David. 
'Kitty Shew 
News/Features 
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Safety 
discussed 
(Continued from Page I) 
safety program and performance are 
also functions of public safety's office. 
While there has been no major fire on 
campus for over three years, public 
safety is nevertheless busy dealing with 
both minor "valid" fire alarms and 
false fire alarms. 
In the residence halls, so far this 
school year, there have been 44 false 
fire alarms -- with an equal number in 
both men's and women's dorms. 
There have been 28 "valid" alarms in 
(he men's dorms and 26 in the women's 
dorms so far, mostly consisting of 
trash-chute fires and motor burnouts, 
which West brook explained are when 
dryers or blowers, for example, heat up 
excessively and leave a strong burning 
odor. 
"Valid" fire alarms, he explained, 
are anything but intentional false 
alarms. 
In other buildings on campus, there 
have been few false alarms and about 
40 valid alarms, which include about 10 
system malfunctions. 
"Trash-chute fires are pretty com- 
mon," Westbrook replied, adding that 
many times, they are caused by 
someone pouring ashtrays down in with 
other garbage. In the past, mattresses 
and couches have caught on fire, 
among other items 
"Smoking is a big problem . . . 
especially in bed. And don't use any 
more extension cords than necessary," 
Westbrook advised. "If you cook in 
your room, you increase your chances 
of having a f ire also." 
The cause of the 1978 Telford fire was 
nver officially determined because of 
the state of the room, although some 
unofficial hypotheses were put forth, 
Westbrook said. What was official were 
the damages - set at about $16,000. 
But what public safety and Larry 
Westbrook are foremost concerned 
with-"is the safety of the people 
- 
Devine to deliver Begley lecture 
"Minimizing Retail Credit Costs," 
the first of the annual Robert B. Begley 
Lecture Series in Retailing, will be 
presented on April 28 at the University. 
Designed to provide area retailers with 
knowledge on trends and opportunities 
in retail management, the lecture 
series is partially funded by the 
University Foundation from con- 
tributions in memory of the late Robert 
B. Begley of Richmond. 
The guest lecturer is Robert J. 
Devine. Devine is the National Coor- 
dinator of Credit Legislation for J.C. 
Penney Company. He has been actively 
involved in retailer attempts to raise 
revolving credit rates in the last ten 
years and he has testified before House 
and Senate Committees,  the Federal 
Reserve Board and the Federal Trade 
Commission. A graduate of the 
American Institute of Banking, Devine 
is currently serving as Chairman of the 
Legislative Committee of the In- 
ternational Consumer Credit 
Association with over 30,000 members 
in the U.S. and Canada. 
The program will begin at 8:30 a.m. 
with registration and a continental 
breakfast. Following welcoming 
remarks by University President Dr. 
J.C. Powell Devine will discuss the 
Revised Bankruptcy Code, suggested 
Amendments, and federal credit 
legislation. After lunch Devine will 
address trends in state credit 
legislation, the Federal Trade Com- 
mission    and    management    of 
receivables in the 1 DUO'S A question and 
answer session will conclude the 
program. 
This year several organizations have 
contributed to the planning and 
development of the Robert B. Begley 
Lecture Series in Retailing: Associated 
Industries of Kentucky. Kentucky 
Retail Federation, Inc., Local 
Chambers of Commerce. Lexington 
Credit Managers Association and 
Begley Drug Company. 
Enrollment is open to anyone in- 
terested in retail management Further 
information and assistance may be 
obtained from the office of the 
Management Development and Studies 
Institute, telephone (606) 622-1049 
Brown declares Co-op Week 
The week of April 19-25.1981 has been 
proclaimed by Gov. John Y. Brown as 
"Cooperative Education Week" in 
Kentucky. 
Cooperative Education is a program 
integrating theoretical study and 
practical experience where students 
are given the opportunity to apply their 
classroom knowledge. 
The Cooperative Education Program 
at the University has been in existence 
since the summer of 1975.v Since the 
beginning of the program, more than 50 
departments have become involved and 
have   given   their   support   to   the 
program. 
A student is eligible for co-op after 
completing two semesters on campus. 
Transfer students may enroll after one 
semester. Students should have and 
maintain a "C" (2.0) grade point 
average 
The Cooperative Education 
Association of Kentucky, whose 
membership includes students, em- 
ployers, vocational schools, college and 
university representatives, will hold its 
annual meeting on April 22, 23 and 24 in 
Louisville. At the annual meeting, 
awards will be presented to the out- 
standing co-op student and the out- 
standing employer in the state. Tina 
Hacker is one of the two students from 
the state of Kentucky to be awarded the 
"Outstanding Co-op Student Award." 
Only one employer award is given and 
this year the "Outstanding Employer 
Award" goes to IBM., Lexington 
Any employer who is interested in 
learning more about the Cooperative 
Education Program should contact the 
Co-op Office at 622-1706 between the 
hours of 8 a.m.-4:30 p.m., Monday 
through Friday 
It's a bird; it's a plane. 
What goes up must come down? Freshman Gerraldine Ginnan waits for 
Newton's law to take affect during a tennis lesson on a campus court, (photo by 
Debbie Kurrle) 
CD Reminder to May - Aug. Grads 
1. REGISTER FOR CD&P SERVICES. 
2. CHANGE TO ALUMNI STATUS 
(IF SEEKING EMPLOYMENT AFTER GRADUATION) 
3. REPORT EMPLOYMENT TO CD&P. 
CAREER DEVELOP MENT AND PLACEMENT 
JONES 319 622-2765 
Ike Doctor's Bag Our Turn 
Skin flecks 
Ettar'l malt: Dr. Raymond', drain on 
Jan. 24 rntlrrf his »rrkl> coliimn con- 
irlhuii.m- to ihr Progress: ■—«»« (his 
column, flxsi ran in Ihr April 24. I9M 
Issue of ih.- Progress, it repealed aj , 
sptiinl Iribuir lu him. 
Col. 1915-1981 
Last week, I "rashly" promised 
to discuss six skin conditions in one 
column. Since there's barely room 
here for a modest discussion of even 
one, I'll try to lay just a couple of 
pearls on you. 
Acne is incurable -- but con- 
trollable. It can be outgrown. 
Control calls for great patience, 
constant effort and a willingness to 
gamble, as there are several stages 
of treatment that are based on trial 
and error " and each trial runs for 
about six weeks. 
There are three sorts of treatment 
which may be used in various 
combinations. Antibiotics (usually 
tetracycline) are one. Tetracycline 
can be used either locally as a 
solution (called Topicyoline) or by 
mouth. 
Since the peak acne years are also 
the peak gonorrhea years, I think it 
makes sense to use the solution first . 
since the oral dose is too low to kill 
gonorrhea, but high enough to hide 
the symptoms. 
I .worry a lot about that. If you 
ladies feel you'll never have that 
worry, let me remind you that there 
People Poll 
is more rape around than Is ap- 
parent and, like most things, il 
doesn't always happen to the other 
person. 
Then there are two other 
solutions for local application. 
Benzoin peroxide is the name of one 
and it fighis the growth of the main 
acne organism. The other solution is 
called Tretinoin and it loosens the 
plugged oil glands that underlie the 
infectious process. 
How do you manage three dif- 
ferent lotions? By rotating them, 
using them morning and evening 
and keeping track of which is which. 
No squeezing of whiteheads, 
blackheads or pimples. No greasy 
stuff on the face — cold creams, 
moisturizers and cream v facial 
cleaners. Wash gently and often 
with an acne soap (ask the phar- 
macist). 
Warts are virus infections. They 
occur mainly on hands, the genital 
organs and the soles of the feet 
(where they hurt like a permanent 
stone in your shoe). The ones on the 
hands and feet often come and go 
spontaneously.   The   genital   ones 
rarely do. 
Many places use hypnosis to cure 
warts on the hands and claim a 
considerable success rate. 
Cryotherapy, which means spot 
freezing, leaves the least scarring. 
The warts on the soles of the fool 
will sometimes subside when a 
doughnut type of soft rubber 
support is taped over them to relieve 
the pressure. 
Genital warts are most often 
treated by painting them with 
podophyllin, an extract of a plant 
somewhat like mustard or hot 
pepper, which burns them off. This 
involves small treatments once a 
week or so; however, many of (hem 
are required. 
The sexual partner also needs to 
be watched and treated as indicated. 
I sometimes suggest that during the 
period of treatment perhaps the 
patients should limit their amatory 
episodes to enemies only. 
Dandruff is a scaling of the scalp 
without inflammation. However, it 
overlaps with the early stages of 
other scalp diseases (four of them 
especially)  and  one  of the  most 
common called seborrheic der- 
matitis responds to the same, 
treatment as dandruff when in its 
early stages. 
The treatment is predominantly 
various over-the-counter shampoos. 
Probably the most available and 
effective is Selsun Blue. Sebulex, 
lonil. Meted and Vanscb are also on 
the list. 
The directions musi be followed 
with meticulous care. Two or three 
limes a week. If these leave your 
scalp oily, Sebulex and Fo.slex are 
drying shampoos. 
If this self-treaimcm irritates your 
scalp or does not bring control in a 
few weeks, I earnestly advise 
prompt consultation wiih a der- 
matologist. If you are poliie to 
Indians, you will be wearing your 
scalp for many years and one little 
old office visit out of a,, lifetime 
doesn't seem to me excessive. 
Sorry - that's all I can talk about 
this week. 
Next week, do join me on a 
southern cruise from the scalp to the 
groin. 
'plotted 
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Photo* by Will MMMfMd The right-to-Ufe people are looking at the possibility of getting a law passed that defines the beginning of life a* "the moment of conception." How do you 
feel about this and the issue of abortion? 
By ANNE BOND 
Staff Writer 
Julie    Hollis,    Cincinnati.    Ohio, 
therapeutic recreation, sophomore 
"I would rather see them abort the 
baby than have it live in a foster home. 
I think it's the woman's right to choose. 
Abortion should not be stopped because 
it should be a medical procedure to 
keep mothers safe." 
Lori Ross. LoaisviOe. special education 
for the deaf, junior 
"I agree that it begins at conception. 
But it should be up to the individual 
whether they want an abortion or not. 
People should make a life of their own 
before they make a life for someone 
else. If they have the abortion it's 
something they have to live with the 
rest of their life." 
Jeff Cook.  Hamilton.  Ohio.  Spanish, 
sophomore 
"I think it begins at the moment of 
conception. I think that the woman 
should only have the right to it in the 
case of rape or incest. I do not think that 
abortion should be considered as a form 
of contraception." 
Volonda Lysle.  Louisville, recreation, 
senior 
"I agree that the moment of life is at 
conception. I'm very much against 
abortion. You don't have the right to 
take away the life that God has given 
us." 
Paul    Mattlngly.    Lebanon,    pre 
pharmacy, sophomore 
"I think the woman should have the 
right to abortion but I don't think the 
taxpayers should have to pay for it. I 
would be against government funded 
abortions. Absolutely, life does begin at 
the moment of conception.'' 
Kim Golns, Democrat, medical 
assisting, freshman 
"I feel that life does begin at con- 
ception. In a case of rape I think it's 
okay to get an abortion. I don't think it's 
right except in a case like rape." 
Chris Hawker, Xenia. Ohio, industrial 
technology, sophomore 
"I believe that life does begin at the 
moment of conception. The woman 
should have the right to have an 
abortion depending on individual cir- 
cumstances ; for example, age or being 
in school. A person shouldn't be pun- 
ished by having to keep an unwanted 
child just because of one careless 
mistake that could happen to anybody 
at any time." 
Carl Kleven. Mi. Pleasant. Iowa, oc- 
cupational therapy, junior 
"I don't believe that life starts at the 
moment of conception. Yes, I think 
abortion should be legal and up to the 
individual. Every child brought into the 
world should be wanted and loved." 
There's only one thing I can say 
about the recent hearings on sexual 
harassment charges against 
Agriculture Commissioner Alben 
W. Barkley II: 
It's about time something was 
done. 
Hey, I know how the ladies who 
claimed ihey were harassed felt; I'm 
a victim of sexual harassment 
myself. 
But I go along with it -- it's good 
for your career if you play the game. 
It's true, you don't know all the 
sinful and immoral things I had to 
do to gel the position I hold today. 
However, now that sexual 
harassment has been brought Out in 
the open, I figure thai it won't hurt 
to spill my guts. 
It happens at the Progress office 
in the Jones Building where I work. 
I'm a minority there — one ol only 
three male editors as opposed to the 
five female editors. 
So every time 1 walk into the 
office, those lustful, disgusting 
female editors cast their sin-seeking 
eyes on my body. 
You don't know how dirty thai 
makes me feel. 
I have even noticed a few of them 
looking down my shirt to see the 
hairs on my chest. It causes them to 
drool all over their desks. 
Oh sure, I've complained about 
it, but they say that I ask for it 
because I wear very provocative and 
suggestive clothing. 
What? Suggestive and 
provocative clothing? I don't know 
the meaning of the words. 
It is true that I sometimes roll my 
sleeves up and unbutton the top 
button on my shirt, but that is no 
reason why I should have to put up 
with such humiliation. 
Take last Monday for example. I 
wore my James Dean clothes to 
work — they are called this because 
many people say I look like James 
Dean when I wear them -- and it 
caused me considerable shame. 
When I walked into the office, the 
embarrassment began. 
Mary Lucrsen - innocent looking 
Mary, with the face so wholesome it 
makes Anita Bryant look like Atilla 
the Hun -- started panting and 
howling like a wolf and saying, 
"Hey babe, let's go out on our 
lunch hour and have an affair." 
1 ignored her because she asks me 
this about twice a day. Still, she 
persists. 
Markita Shelburne truly shocked 
me. I had always thought she was 
the "All-American kid" because she 
was raised on a farm, but 
nooooooo! 
She made illicit remarks about my 
back side and invited me to one of 
her "parlies." 
Markiia has a reputation for her 
"wild parlies." 
Betty   Malkin,   the news editor,- 
must have uncontrollable urges. 
Betty, who has been rumored as 
saying about   me,   "He's  the  best- 
looking thing I ever saw ... I just 
love him to death." then asked me 
to come over and sit on her lap. 
I expect this kind of remark from 
Betty.  Her desk is directly across 
from   mine   and   she   is   always- 
winking  at   me  and   passing   me •' 
obscene memos. 
When I said that 1 would not sit '; 
on her lap, thai I did not do such 
things,   she   replied,   "You   *•! . 
0!$?& goody two-shoes." 
Arts editor Mary Ann Mcquinn, ' 
after she put her eyeballs back in her.. 
sockets,     coniinually     made 
references   to   the    "gun    in    the .■ 
holster." 
I didn't know what she meant by • 
the phrase, but I figured it would be 
obscene;    everybody    knows    how . 
Mary Ann got her position and how ■ 
her mind works. <J 
So I went into editor Robin ;- 
Pater's office to find out what Mary > 
Ann meant. £ 
When I walked in. Robin <, 
slammed the door shut behind me;» 
and asked if she could look down £ 
my shirt. ;' 
I said no, but she looked anyway. r< 
Then I pressed her for an answer #; 
concerning Mary Ann's remark. 
She said, "Oh, she just talking 
about a new gun she bought -- she 
can't wait to go hunting with il." 
Then Robin asked me to go to the 
woods with her. 
"It will help your career," she 
said. "It has helped mine im- 
mensely." 
With no injuries other than a torn 
shirt and a loss of self respcci. I got 
out of I he office. 
So the story goes. And this is just 
the average day! 
You should hear what  happens • •■ 
when I wear shorts and work boots ■ 
to work; words can't describe the 
humiliation. 
Yet I put up with it just so I can 
get a high paying, respected job. 
Editor's   Note:   The   writer   was     • 
fired shortly after this column was 
written. 
Colas Jeff   Cook Yotoada   Lysle Pan!   Matthajy 
Progress editorial positioni are now   Applications are available in the Progress 
open. Any interested students may call office at 417 Jones Building. 
■ ■■ ■ 
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ROTC program outgrows memories of Vietnam green 
By BARRY TEATER 
SUIT Writer 
■Vietnam 
1 of green come to mind when 
I it merely mentioned - green 
1 in green uniforms fighting in a 
i jungle. 
barely   remember   the  casually 
1 each night on TV - a concerned 
Cronkite giving the death toll 
1 the number flashed ominously on 
cscreen. 
•3»ut the war is over now... and it has 
over long enough for time to in- 
herently     begin     its     task     of 
stematically   erasing   the   tragedy 
the minds of young Americans. 
I nowhere is that more evident than 
in nationwide ROTC enrollment 
figures. 
After falling into great disfavor 
during the Vietnam debacle. Reserve 
Officers Training Corps is making a 
comeback on America's college 
campuses. Nationwide enrollment in 
Army and Air Force ROTC in 1980 was 
up by about 10 percent over the three 
previous years. 
The University's Army ROTC 
program - one of the largest in the 
nation - is no exception. Although 
enrollment is up a more modest four 
percent at the University, a record high 
881 students are signed up in ROTC this 
spring. 
"Vietnam has since passed us. Our 
• 
Competition for various Airborne school slot* spurs these ROTCers to put out a 
uf tie extra effort during PT - physical training. < photo by Barry Teater) 
placement Pipeline_ 
young people now are not familiar with 
Vietnam," explained Professor Col. 
Hollis L. Roberts, the highest ranking 
officer in the University's military 
science department. 
ROTC student Steve Pinter, a senior 
police administration major from Ann 
Arbor, Mich., said he agrees. 
"People are tending to forget Viet- 
nam and put it on the back burner and 
look at the things that are happening 
and realize that there is a need for the 
service," he said. 
While time is erasing the memories of 
Vietnam, apparently it is also erasing 
the disesteemed image of ROTC - that 
of buzz haircuts and conformist 
uniforms. 
Roberts said that when he came to 
the University three years ago, some 
ROTC students told him that they took a 
bit of harassment and kidding when 
they wore their uniforms across 
campus. 
"You don't hear that now," he said. 
"You're no longer an oddball if you 
wear a uniform on campus and take 
ROTC." 
Roberts pointed out that the ROTC 
program has enrolled several frater- 
nity members, too, who wear the 
uniform "proudly" and are "ac- 
cepted." 
Perhaps a more concrete reason 
behind rising enrollment is the in- 
creasingly attractive career options 
that the program offers. 
"We have several options now that 
we didn't have." said Roberta. "We can 
have young men and women enroll in 
ROTC and not have to go on active duty 
.. . and that's a very attractive option 
for a lot of our people. They can still do 
what they want to do in civilian life - 
run a business, teach school, whatever - 
- yet they can still be a lieutenant and 
serve in the National Guard or the 
Reserves." 
The Army is now paying its officers 
more money, too - as much as $15,000 a 
year for a 2nd Lt. just out of college. 
And with the Reagan administration's 
proposed increase in the defense 
budget, the pay is likely to go up even 
more, 
"There are very few students at this 
University who graduate - regardless 
of whatever field that they're in - who 
ha ve a starting salary of $ 15,000 a year. 
So the money is attractive," said 
Roberts. 
ROTC student Charles Floyd, a 
senior business administration major 
from Richmond and a 4" j-year veteran 
of pie Air Force, will receive a com- 
mission as a 2nd Lt. in the Army in 
May. After four years of college, he 
said he won't have to worry about not 
finding a job a fate that will inevitably 
afflict the class of '81. 
"Being involved in ROTC, I know at 
the end of my four years here at 
Eastern I'll have a job at least for the 
next five years." he said. 
Money is also a factor before 
graduation, according to Roberts. Even 
Career Development and Placement 
■«p. All interviews, except as noted, are held 
m the Division of Career Development and 
Placement (CD4P 319 Jones Bldg. Students 
■MM schedule interviews in person at CD4P 
apd have a placement Tile. 
Itrlalerviewt 
Thjirsdas, April 23 
ajBawn I .oral Schools - OH 
Interviewing     for:     Math,     instrumental 
(Sfcic, elementary and home economics 
ma>. April 24 
Seviccm aster. Inc. 
-positions: Management Trainees 
Qualifications:    bachelor's    in    business, 
etfironniental health, public health, sciences 
ana industrial technology 
da>. April 11 
) al Prestige - Simmer Jobs 
11 format ional group interviews for sales 
Location: Conference Room D, Powell 
I  Times: 10a.m. -6p.m. 
ay. April 21 
Hh*. estern PuMtc Schools - OH 
Iterviewing    all    certified     fields     for 
ntary, middle and high school 
• jOal Hill I oral Schools - OH 
^Interviewing: Athletic trainer, high school 
Bish, high school computer science, high 
ol reading, elementary reading, special 
at ion (L.D.'s) and elementary. 
lakhn Co. Schools - KY 
■erviewing all areas of certification. 
City Schools - OH 
erviewing math, science, industrial arts. 
* Mgewood Cit> Schools - OH 
interviewing jr. high math and coaching, 
junior high physical education and coaching 
and health, elementary and high school 
librarian, elementary (primary). 
* dark Co. Schools - OH 
Interviewing all areas of spec, education, 
industrial arts, other secondary positions. 
* Portsmouth Cits Schools - OH 
Interviewing: elem. music, math. English, 
clem, education, (1-8), kindergarten, 
Spanish. 
* Adena Loral Schools - OH 
Interviewing: chemistry, physics, special 
education (EMH and LD). 
* Washington Coarl House Schools - OH 
Interviewing: (EMH and LD). speech 
therapist, social studies and p.e.-health 
* Wood!ord Co. Schools - KY 
Interviewing: English, math, science fields. 
•Leslie Co. Schools-KY 
Interviewing: special education (TMH and 
LBD) and speech therapist. 
* Montgomery Co. Schools - OH 
Interviewing all certified areas: special 
interest in industrial arts and special 
education. 
Taeaday and Wednesday, April 28 and 29 
Springfield City Schools - OH 
Interviewing: high school English, special 
education (EMH, LD's, MSPfcR and hearing 
impaired), vocational home economics, high 
school math, science and industrial arts, 
reading specialist (master's), elementary with 
reading   or   math   concentration,   middle 
school  (specializations  -   open),  and   high 
school principal. 
Tars.. April 28 
* Madison Co. Schools - OH 
Interviewing: special education (LBD) 
Tors.. April 28 
* I rhana tils Schools - Oh 
Interviewing: special education (LBD). 
home economics and senior high physical 
education (coaching girls basketball, 
volleyball, track) 
* Indicates recruiters with late afternoon and 
eseaing schedules. 
lues.. April 2K 
* Mariemoal City Srhools - OH 
Interviewing: Senior high and middle 
school English, senior high and middle 
school social studies, middle school science 
and math, senior high home economics, 
senior high industrial arts and elementary 
Tan., April 28 
The Limited lac. • KY 
Positions: Store management trainees 
Qualifications:     Bachelor's:     fashion 
merchandising,    marketing,     business 
Wed.. April 29 
Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Co. 
Positions: Sales management trainees 
Qualifications:    Bachelor's   or   master's 
III. Summer Jobs 
Cumberland Gap National Historical 
Park. Middlesboro. has full-time summer 
jobs available in the "Youth Conservation 
Corps" program as: camp director, super- 
visory group leader and group aid: Salary 
$5.27 -$8.94 per hour. 
without a scholarship, if a student 
contracts in ROTC and follows through, 
he receives $100 a month. "And $100 a 
month to a college student," said 
Roberts, "is nothing to sneeze at. It's 
something that they can use." 
For those who are on full ROTC 
scholarship, all books and tuition are 
paid. Steve Pinter is the only ROTC 
student at the University who is on full 
scholarship because, according to 
Roberts, most students who apply for 
them in high school and receive them 
choose to use them at more prestigious 
schools. Nevertheless, for Pinter the 
scholarship was a "free ticket" to the 
University. 
"ROTC in college is not very 
demanding when you look at the 
benefits you're going to receive. The 
time I spent in four yean here was 
maybe eight to 10 hours a week and 
they paid my entire way. I would have 
had to pay out-of-state tuition," he said. 
For ROTC student Lynne Thompson, 
a senior police administration major 
from Louisville, there were other 
reasons for contracting in ROTC. 
"I found out that Army life didn't 
seam all that bad. You get a chance to 
travel and the Army pays for it and you 
get to meet a lot of interesting people," 
she said. 
Roberts and other ROTC instructors 
at the University also attribute higher 
enrollment to growing conservatism 
and patriotism among the young. 
Whatever the exact recipe for higher 
enrollment, the consensus among the 
instructors is that ROTC will continue 
to grow. There is no prescribed ceiling 
on ROTC enrollment, said Roberts. 
Tni;U«verslty Gospel Ensemble can't atop praising God's 
ruogt* as they  prepare  for  their  thirteenth anniversary 
'■'. 
r- 
In this case, PT means rising at 6:30 a.m. and running from 
Alumni Coliseum to  Arlington  and back  with  Airborne 
cadences along the way. (photo by Barry Teater) 
'Twins' perplex community 
(Continued from page I.) 
They have about the same build - 
even though their weights differ - and 
they say that much of their wardrobe is 
the same. 
OK, so the girls are similar, but do 
they REALLY look like twins? 
Well, said Holtzapple, last semester 
she would often get blamed for being 
the "biggest snob on campus."    -mmt^m 
It seems that some of Holtzapple's 
friends were mistaking Wiles for her. 
They would say "Hello" to Wiles, who 
wouldn't recognize. 
And when they are together, they 
have trouble convincing people that 
they are not related. 
"Everywhere we go people stare at 
us and ask if we are twins," said Wiles. 
"We have to pull out our ID's to 
convince them that we aren't." 
They can describe several instances 
when they were mistaken for each 
other or as for twins. 
At parties which they both attend, the 
will often be confused for each other, 
said Holtzapple. 
She also described how a mother and 
her twin daughters mistaked the two 
coeds for twins. 
Holtzapple said she had to explain 
that they weren't twins - that they 
weren't even sisters. 
"Twins should be able to recognize 
twins," she said. 
Maybe so. But twins aren't always 
impressed by such similarities. 
Holtzapple said that her boyfriend at 
the time she met Wiles was a twin and 
that upon hearing that she had a 
"double" replied, "Big deal." 
But it was to Holtzapple, who replied, 
"You've been a twin all your life, I've 
just been one since Saturday night." 
Big deal? 
Bid deal. 
The two said that they have become 
good friends since their first meeting in 
the nightclub, and they are still amazed 
at what has happened. 
"What's the chance of meeting your 
twin? " asked Holtzapple. 
Maybe one in a million, but it is not 
impossible in the realm beyond called . 
.The Twilight Zone. 
Cindy Holtzapple and Katharine WBes 
Ensemble to celebrate 
rousing 13th anniversary 
concert held Thursday at 7 p.m. (panto by Ursaaa Edwards) 
By URSULA EDWARDS 
SUff Writer 
"I just can't what?" yells director 
Henry "Chip" Parker as he bangs out 
the melody on the piano. 
"Praising his name!" shout- 40 
powerful voices from the University 
Gospel Ensemble, "Jesus - he's worthy 
to be praised." 
These "sounds of joy" may have 
become more familiar around campus 
as the University Gospel Ensemble 
prepares for their 13th anniversary. 
"This anniversary is going to be more 
successful than the last, because just 
like our (Gospel Ensemble) theme 
states - "we just can't stop praising his 
name," said Gospel Ensemble member 
Michael Mason with a grin. 
In 1968, when the Gospel Ensemble 
originated, it was the only black 
organization on campus. 
"Truly, we've come a long way," 
stated Gospel Ensemble President 
Reginald Gay. "During these 13 years 
the Gospel Ensemble has cut two 
albums titled, "We've Come this Far by 
Faith" and "In the Beginning " 
According to Gay, both albums were 
a complete sellout all over the United 
States. 
Every Sunday the Gospel Ensemble 
is on the road visiting various churches 
around the state spreading the name of 
Christ through song. Chip Parker plays 
gives a full concert in the Pearl 
Buchanan Theatre. The program starts 
at 7 p.m. Friday at 7 p.m. the Gospel 
Ensemble is featuring College Night at 
St. Paul AME Church. Morehead State 
University,      Western      Kentucky 
\ .. truly we are going 
-    to bring the house down again.' 
piano and Anthony Van Dyke the 
drums. 
"The choir traveled to Atlanta, Ga. 
last semester to participate in the 
National Gospel Collegiate Choir 
workshop (NGCC)," stated Gay. 
"In Atlanta, the Gospel Ensemble 
was known as the 'bring the house down 
choir.' And if you don't believe it," Gay 
continued while nodding his head to the 
music of an Edwin Hawkins Live gospel 
tape, "you wait until this Thursday 
night, becauae truly we are going to 
bring the house down again!" 
Tonight starts the beginning of the 
anniversary when the Gospel Ensemble 
University and the Lexington In- 
terdenominational Mass Choir will be 
the guest choirs performing. 
Sunday the Gospel Ensemble is 
having a Chapel Service beginning at 11 
a.m. The Reverend Ernest Jackson 
from Lampton Baptist Church from 
Louisville will be the keynote speaker 
Sunday at 3 p.m. Georgia State Com- 
munity Gospel Choir from Georgia, will 
be featured at this program. 
"If the members of the Gospel En- 
semble give glory to God, praising Him 
and asking Him for a blessing, truly 
this anniversary will be very suc- 
cessful ," sa id Gay. 
i 
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Dynamic musical duo graduates, 
but their melodies linger on 
By LINDA M. DOUGLAS 
•nd LORI BUTLER 
GmlWriUn 
This article It •■ attempt by two 
"groupie*" to pay trlbutr to two 
talented ami special musicians who 
have brightened (he live* of *o many 
people la the put lour years. At the 
echoes of their chorda resound 
throughout campus. It is hoped that to 
return for the gifts that they have 
shared with as, they will continue to 
make their own kind of music wherever 
they may go. 
This will be the semester for a 4.0 
GPA; this will be an opportunity to 
star! fresh with members of the op- 
posite sex, and most importantly, this 
will be a chance to make new friends 
with people one meets in class. 
Such a meeting took place four years 
ago in Dr. Dorothy Carter's French 
class. 
Tom Rogers, a freshman from 
Owingsville. struggled with French 
verbs with fellow classmate Rick Cox, a 
sophomore from Henderso i 
Cox, a music and theater arts major, 
overheard Rogers, an industrial arts 
and technology major, talking one day 
in class. Rogers, au contraire, was not 
speaking French, but discussing music. 
Cox discovered that Rogers played a 
guitar and suggested that they get 
together and combine their musical 
abilities. Rogers agreed and a part- 
nership was born. 
Rogers and Cox would meet outside 
of the meditation chapel, guitars in 
hand and spend hours playing their 
tunes. 
As an outgrowth of their talents, they 
wrote their first song. "I'll Never Be 
Blue." According to Rogers, it only took 
15 minutes to write the song. He 
composed the music, while Cox wrote 
the lyrics. 
All this came about from what Cox 
dubbed asa "release from class work." 
As they continued to practice outside 
of the chapel, people would congregate 
around them and listen to their music. 
The soft melodies of John Denver, Seals 
and Crofts and various other musicians 
flowed from their guitars: they became 
a team. 
The team would entertain, beginning 
with only 10-15 people in Com- 
monwealth's Coffeehouses, to packed 
audiences in the grill for Wednesday 
night performances. 
With positive responses from the 
audiences, they moved forward to 
developing an original act. Rogers 
reflects back to their first concerts 
together and being on stage for the first 
time. He admitted that Cox appeared 
ISM MUSICAL DUO. paa* ».) 
UlE'fiE Cf Clitft 
WITH EfffiCfflflS 
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Rick Cox and Tom Rogers in the fsll of 1978. 
Margin for 
surpasses 
In less than five months, the 
University's major gifts program, the 
Margin for Excellence Fund, has 
surpassed $500,000. 
That announcement was made 
Tuesday by Donald R Feltner. vice 
president for public affairs, who ad- 
ministers the giving program through 
the University's Foundation, a public, 
non-profit corporation. 
"We now have about 50 individuals 
and organizations committed to the 
Margin for Excellence Fund," said 
Feltner, "and many others have ex- 
pressed an interest in becoming a 
member in the society of Fellows and 
the EKU Associates, our two highest 
levels of giving." 
The University's vice president said 
membership now consists of alumni, 
civic and business leaders, and other 
friends of the University from across 
the nation. 
The roll includes 95-year-old Leslie 
Anderson, a Texarkana. Texas. In- 
surance executive, who was the first 
graduate in the University's first full 
graduating class in 1909. Also included 
is a member of the University's most 
recent summer class of 1980 
■ m n\ m MCOUPONM 
Excellence Fund 
$500,000 mark 
Gifts received through this program 
will be used to provide for a student 
honors program, endow distinguished 
professorships, underwrite important 
academic programs, recognize ex- 
cellence in teaching among the faculty, 
enhance educational facilities, and 
stimulate other areas that respond to 
regional needs 
Each membership option has been 
selected at the Fellows level, according 
to Feltner He said membership is 
offered to both private and corporate 
donors who contribute gifts of $10,000 or 
more, which may be tax deductible. 
Gifts may be made outright, given 
through individual pledges of $1,000 or 
more annually for a ten-year-period, or 
through corporate and organizational 
pledges of $2,000 or more annually for 
five years. Individuals may also par- 
ticipate by combination gifts of $12,500 
or $15,000. or by deferred gifts of $20,000 
or more. 
Feltner said gifts may be made in the 
form of cash, securities, real property. 
gifts-in-kind, insurance. trust 
arrangement, or bequest. He also said 
that an individual or group of persons 
may  make contributions  in  remem- 
brance   of  a   loved  one   through   a 
memorial membership. 
The second major level of the Margin 
for Excellence Fund is the University 
Associates who make a commitment of 
$5,000 to $9,999 Membership as an 
Associate requires minimum annual 
contributions of $500 over a ten-year 
period. 
Feltner said three other levels of 
giving under the Margin for Excellence 
program include EKU Patrons ($250- 
$499 annually). Century Club ($100- 
$249), and Friends of Eastern ($50-$99). 
"Our entire concept is unique. I think, 
because it gives recent graduates and 
friends of the University the opr 
portunity to begin at lower, affordable 
levels and then at a later stage of their 
career, apply those gifts to mem- 
bership at a higher level," noted 
Feltner. 
Also, of special interest to many 
persons, he said, is that the program 
allows persons employed in firms 
which provide matching fund con- 
tributions to apply the full amount of 
matching gifts to their Fellows or 
Associate  membership. 
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Oiganizations 
Greeks to gather 
for annual games 
By 8TEPHAN1E GEROMES 
Staff Writer 
ivhere can you view a modern day 
ciariot race, a food race, a Monopoly 
USirnament, a Spring Sing, the Nearly 
Wed game and much more? 
Hi's all coming to campus April 26-30 
f* Greek Week 
Creek Week is ao annual series of 
gatherings and games sponsored by the 
Iifterfraternity Council (IFC) and 
ellenic. the two governing bodies 
fraternity and sorority life on 
with the support of the in- 
dual Greek groups 
This year's theme is the "Olympic 
Games.'' complete with a Greed god 
and goddess elected by the Greek 
system at large and crowned Thursday 
at a semi-formal dance at the Armory. 
Last year Greek Week was cancelled 
lor no apparent reason, according to 
Jim Garrison, chairman of this year's 
Greek Week committee. He said, "It 
was all set up. All it had to do was 
happen." 
This year it will happen, beginning 
with a Pic Nic at the Mule Barn, Sun- 
day, April 28, from noon to « p.m. with 
beverages provided. 
Monday. 5:30 p.m., on Palmer Field 
the games will start with the tug-o-war, 
a dunking booth for charity, the pie- 
eating contest and a chariot race using 
10-member teams in a relay with one 
person riding a chariot drawn by four 
other people. 
Later that night, there will be a 
fashion show in Brock Auditorium and 
mud wrestling held at Phone Three. 
These two events will each charge an 
admission fee which will be donated to 
charity also. 
Tuesday's activities cei.ter around 
"Board Games" in the Powell Building 
from 6 to 10 p.m. Tournaments in 
backgammon, Monopoly, jacks, Uno 
and an Academic Bowl, similar to 
"High Q, will be played in the Grill 
with the Nearly Wed game following in 
the Kennamer Room. 
Wednesday wraps up the games with 
a food race and the Pentatholon. 
Various restaurants on the Eastern By- 
pass have donated the food for the food 
race. This event is a relay where each 
team member must eat something 
before tagging the next person. 
The Pentatholon happens all over 
campus. It is also a relay where each 
person must complete some task (for 
example bowling a strike) before 
tagging the next person. 
That is followed up by a Spring Sing 
in the Ravine with the theme of 
"Academy Award-Winning Movies" as 
a basis for the acts 
Each organization pays an entry fee 
of 110 to cover the cost of all the events 
and the trophies. And points are given 
out for each event: 10 points for first 
place, 7 points for second place, 3 points 
for third place and 1 point for entering 
Organizations also receive 10 points for 
sponsoring an event. 
Thursday, at the dance, the trophies 
will be awarded with an all-points 
trophy given to the sorority or 
fraternity that has earned the most 
points during Greek Week. 
'Little brothers' 
enjoy sororities 
ByUNDAASBERRY 
Staff Writer 
Did you ever wonder what it would be 
like to bang around with over 60 
women? Well, there are men here who 
can tell you on a first-hand basis 
These men are affiliated with the 
sororities at the University in a 
program that is somewhat like the 
fraternity little sister program. 
Steve Settle, a Phi Mu' Phi-Guy said 
he feels that the program is more 
relaxed than that of the fraternity little 
sister programs. "We never work as a 
unit. And there are no sports or teams 
like for little sisters. " 
"Little sister programs are stricter," 
said Malcolm Patterson, a Gamma 
Man for the Alpha Gamma Delta 
sorority. "You have to help out in the 
little sister programs or get kicked out. 
Maybe it should be stricter so we would 
be more involved." 
Campus Clips 
Alpha Gam Softball 
'Eye'see you 
gJifPM mwnberof Kappa Alpha Theta sorority, gets a birds eye view of 
KA Old South along with some pictures. The events took place at Palmer Field 
*****Z> 'ne K,A» and "-ophy was awarded to the first place winners! 
\ pftoco oy Will MansfieM) 
The sisters of Alpha Gamma Delta 
are sponsoring their annual sorority 
softball tournament to be held Friday, 
April 24, through Sunday April 28. This 
year a traveling trophy will be awarded 
to the first place team and the second 
team will be awarded a trophy also. 
The entry fee Is f 15 which goes to the 
sorority's national altruistic project. 
The Juvenile Diabetes Foundation. 
All games will be played on the In- 
tramurals Fields. If a game is post- 
poned because of the weather, the 
teams will be notified and a new date 
will be planned. 
KDT Sunshine Week 
"A little bit of sunshine goes' a long 
way" is what the old saying goes. Next 
week the Kappa Delta Tau service 
organization are going to put that 
theory to a test. 
iFrom April 27-May 1, dead week, the 
KDT's will display a lidle sunshine to 
students and University staff members 
who happen to walk by Powell Building. 
'According to Sandy Gase, KDT's 
service chairman, the purpose behind 
Sunshine Week is to "brighten people's 
day- 
Nursing Society 
The University's baccalaureate 
nursing program is forming a Nursing 
Honor Society and invites any BSN 
abimnus to apply for membership. 
The criteria for membership are at 
least a 3.0 grade point average while in 
cdllege and a demonstrated ability in 
ndrsing. / 
eligible persons should contact the 
office in the Rowlett Building 
before July 1 for information or an 
application form. 
Folk Dancing 
The newly formed International Folk 
Qancing Club meets every Wednesday 
at the Weaver Building Dance Studio 
Blta 
BSN 
from 8:30-10 p.m. No previous dance 
experience is required. All students, 
faculty, stall and friends of the 
University Community are invited to 
attend. 
Mass Com Week 
Mass Communication Week, 
featuring local, state and national will 
continue through tomorrow in the Clark 
Room of the Wallace Building. The 
sessions begin daily at 8:30 a.m. and 
last until 4:30 o.m. 
Pre-marriage studies 
"Beforeyou tie the Knot," is a special 
series of programs sponsored by the 
Wesley Foundation and Residence Hall 
Programs. It is not necessary to be 
planning to be married to attend, but 
topics and discussion matter are chosen 
which are pertinent to marriage. 
Each Monday evening in April from 
7-9 p.m. in the Family Living Center of 
the Burner Building a different major 
topic will be discussed. 
April 27 - Birth Control. 
Milestone 
Applications for staff and editorial 
positions on the 1981-82 Milestone 
yearbook are now being accepted. 
Applications can be picked up in the 
Public Information Office on the third 
floor of the Jones Building. Anyone 
needing more information can contact 
Karen House at 1452 or call the 
Milestone office. 3436. 
Marketing 
Are you interested in becoming a 
leader in AMA, the American 
Marketing Association? If so, then 
you're the person we're looking for. 
Wednesday. April 29 at 4:45 p.m. there 
will be a meeting of AMA. It will beheld 
in the Kennamer Room. Powell 
Building. Vernon Johnson from the 
( ourier-Journal and Times will be the 
guest speaker. 
Sigma Tau Delta 
Sigma Tau Delta announces its 
spring banquet for 1981. The theme of 
this year's banquet is Colonial 
America. Please dress accordingly. It 
will be held May 2 at St. Mark's Church 
in Richmond at 6:30 p.m. The cost is 
$4.50 for students and $6.50 for faculty. 
If you have any questions contact Dr. 
Ordelle Hill in the English department. 
University Pals 
The University Pals are sponsoring 
an Easter Egg Hunt, April 26 at 2 p.m. 
All students and their children are 
invited to attend. It will be held in the 
Ravine, with prizes for the best 
decorated egg. The Easter Bunny will 
make an appearance. Gifts are donated 
by McDonalds, Burger Queen. Super X 
Drugs. Roses and Begley Drugs. 
members are urged to attend and 
visitors are welcome. A variety of 
natural and whole cheeses, plus Juices, 
nuts and flours will be available.' 
New hours for AC 
Due to a lack of funds, the In- 
tramural-Recreational Sports Office 
has limited the free-play hours in 
Alumni Coliseum from 5:30-9 p.m. 
Monday through Thursday. Weaver 
Gym is open until 10 p.m. and Begley 
until 10:30 pm 
Check cashing 
Personal checks will not be cashed 
after Friday, April 24. Check cashing 
resumes May n for currently enrolled 
1981 intersession students. 
"Greek or independents, they are 
affiliated with a group of good girls 
without a lot of requirements like a 
fraternity," said Anita Ricks of Pi Beta 
Phi. "It's more to make friends and 
have fun." 
Frank Consalo. a Theta Man for 
Kappa Alpha Theta said, "I care about 
them. I consider a lot of them to be my 
best friends. A bunch of them are like 
sisters to me." 
Arrowman Mike Paul enjoys being 
with the Pi Beta Phis. "It's nice to have 
somebody to call and to do stuff for 
each other. I'd be willing to do anything 
they asked to help them out. The girls 
go out of their way." 
How exactly do men go about af- 
filiating with a sorority? Most 
sororities offer a separate rush for men 
along with their rushes for women. 
Phi Mus look at "somebody who 
seems interested," said Lisa Radar. 
"We rush them Just like the girls." 
"In general we're looking for 
someone who shows interest and would 
like to get Involved with us," said 
Tammy Hibbard, an Alpha Gamma. 
"We like it if they are enthused about 
Alpha Gams and want to help us out." 
Stephanie Cravaach said Alpha Delta 
Pi's notice a man who "starts hanging 
around and is interested in their ac- 
tivities." As long as they like us, we ■ 
love them," Cravaach said. 
"We don't think independent or 
fraternity." said Ricks. "We base it on 
how they act toward us." 
Although the sororities have no 
limitations on the number of men that 
are allowed to affiliate with them, the 
actual members are small in com- 
parison to the fraternity little sister 
ratio. 
Thetas have seven, Pi Phis-eight, Phi 
Mus-sixteen and Alpha Gams and 
Alpha Delta Pis have eighteen men. 
Kappa Delta selects only one man to 
be their "KD King" and this year Dan 
Wagner reigns. "I feel it's an honor to 
be by myself," Wagner said. 
How was he selected? "I was dating a 
KD," Wagner said. "I Just got to know 
them. I didn't really run for it. I know 
all of them and I guess they liked me." 
Chi Omegas at the University don't 
have men affiliated with them although 
some other chapters do. "At first 
nationals let Chi Os have them," said 
Jennifer Maynard, Chi O. "But by the 
time we were chartered here at 
Eastern they weren't allowed any 
more." 
What benefits do these men receive 
from being part of a sorority? 
Along with the plaques, t-shirts. bats 
and other gifts bearing the sorority 
symbols, they are invited to most social 
events the sororities have. 
"If you ever need anything to do they 
are there," said Consalo. "We used to 
have bar-b-ques, pizza parties and 
softball games with the Thetas." 
"They are invited to everything but 
initiation," said Cravaach. 
Although most of the men usually 
attend the dances, dating between the 
sororities and their men isn't as 
common as one might imagine. 
"Hardly any date the girls," said 
Radar. 
"Dating? Forget it," said Consalo. 
"After you go out with one, you're 
numbered." 
Patterson said, "They are fun to be 
around, but they treat you as a friend - 
not a date." 
"I don't think it's a good idea," said 
Paul. "Asking one out could cause 
trouble and pull the girls further 
apart." 
So men, if you still want to be part of   - 
sorority life, you should, according to 
these men, get to know the members of 
the sorority of your choice and let them 
know that you are interested. 
Mike Thompson, Pi guy for Alpha 
Delta Pi summed it up, "It's an honor. I 
like it." 
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I Sororities meet 
'head-to-head' 
f during Old South 
Bvl.lNOA ASBKKKY 
Staff Writer 
Students at the University can tell 
when it is spring as the weather begins 
to lose its chill, the (lowers begin to 
bloom on campus and the brothers of 
Kappa Alpha ha ve Old South Week. 
It began this year on April 13 when 
the KA Alumni selected the 
sharecropper's queen at the Monday 
night's keg party. Suzanne Fawbush of 
Alpha Delta Pi was chosen from among 
six southern belles to reign as this 
second and third places along with 
trophies given to overall winners. 
This year the Chi Omegas took that 
first place trophy. Winning the go-cart 
race, worth ten points, finalized their 
victory. The KA's gave a victory party 
in their honor at O'Rileta 
Phi Mus finished in second place and 
the Kappa Alpha Theta sorority took 
third place. v 
In the past, there have been ob- 
servations that because of the high 
level of competition in the games the 
'They get competitive 
.They have to win.' 
Melissa Gaw and Dana Knightor had an 'egg'citing time at the Kappa Alpha 
Old South events  (photoby Will Mansfield) 
year s queen. 
Wednesday, six sororities competed 
in the Old South Olympics. Highlights of 
these Olympics included a sit-on-your- 
can contest, a tug of war. a go-cart race 
and a golf ball hunt in a mud pit. 
Tony Whaley, KA president said he 
believes this year's Old South went 
"smoother than ever before." He at- 
tributes this to a stricter judging policy. 
"The judge's decision is final," says 
Whaley. "There are events where some 
personal judgement has to be used on 
their part and we have had a couple of 
complaints but nothing serious." 
Whaley said his favorite event is the 
golf ball hunt. "It's more exciting." he 
said. "Nice and dirty." 
Each event offers trophies for first. 
women tend to get somewhat rough. 
"They get competitive," said 
Whaley. "They have to win " 
"I think it's an event that all of the 
sororities can get together and have fun 
at. but it's getting so that everyone is 
turning it into a fight to get first place," 
said Linda Wilson, a Theta. 
"It's fun to be a winner but everyone 
can't be," said Wilson. "Competition 
for the sororities is a good activity, but 
it is the fun that you have doing it." 
That Wednesday afternoon, the group 
that left Palmer field was tired, muddy 
in a lot of cases, but most of them were 
happy. They've had fun and will return 
again next spring as the KA's try to 
keep a part of southern tradition alive 
with Old South. 
It looks like the Phi Mu members might have gotten roped into the tug of war 
event at Kappa Alpha Old South, (photoby Will Mansfield) 
Circle K receives HOPEaward for voluntary contribution 
By KATHY WHITEHOUSE 
Guest Writer 
Have you noticed flyers placed 
around the campus about a group 
called Circle K? Many students here at 
the University have been curious to 
know what Circle K is all about. If 
anyone is familiar with the 
organizations of Kiwanis and Key Club, 
he or she know essentially what Circle 
K entails. 
As the largest collegiate service 
organization, Circle K International 
has spread to include five countries and 
is over 10,000 members strong. With the 
motto "We Build." Circle K'ers, along 
with Kiwanians and Key clubbers, are 
always working towards making their 
world a better place In which to live. 
This "building" includes service to 
the community such as: aiding the 
elderly; raising funds for many local 
and national causes and always 
striving towards better communication 
among community members. 
Communication between Circle K 
clubs is also very important on all 
levels of the organization. Circle K 
International is composed of thirty 
districts, with the international 
president serving over them all. 
The Kentucky - Tennessee district is 
composed of 38 clubs throughout the 
two states. These clubs are grouped 
into six geographical divisions, which 
are counselled by Lieutenant governors 
elected by district members at their 
annual convention each March. 
The 25th Annual K-T District Con- 
vention was held March 27-29, at the 
Quality Inn South in Chattanooga. 
Tenn. Over 100 Circle K'ers from the 
two states converged for a weekend of 
fun, fellowship and learning, as well as 
for the purpose of electing new district 
officers. 
Among those chosen were Gov. 
Walter "Whitey" White, an engineering 
major from Tennessee Tech. 
University, as well as Lt. Gov. Anne 
Hafer, a member of the University 
Circle K club. Hafer, better known as 
"Pid," is a junior majoring in Business 
Administration here at the University. 
A native of Georgetown, Hafer will be 
responsible for counseling the clubs in 
the Bluegrass division of K-T District. 
Included among the clubs she will be 
dealing with are: the University; Berea 
College- Transylvania University: 
'"entre College: Georgetown College; 
Union College; Bellermine College and 
Kentucky State University. 
The University Circle K Club was 
honored to have two members serving 
as District officers during this 1980-81 
school year in the positions of District 
Secretary Kathy Whitehouse and Lt. 
Gov. Trish Scott. Both juniors. 
Whitehouse is an industrial technology 
major from Lebanon while Scott is a 
Bardstown native pursuing a degree in 
social work. 
Another honor atributed to the Circle 
K club was the proclamation signed by 
Gov. John Y Brown Jr earlier this 
year proclaiming Feb. 16-20. 1981 as 
"National Circle K Week" in Kentucky 
Perhaps a more distinguished honor 
than Gov. Browns' proclamation was 
the HOPE award presented to the 
University Circle K club at the district 
convention March 27-29 Given by the 
Kentucky Office of Volunteer Services, 
the award was earned for their out- 
standing volunteer contribution to the 
Richmond community. 
The club submitted a report on a 
service project that resulted from the 
participation in the Home Meals 
Delivery program in Richmond. The 
program is designed to provide hot 
meals to area residents unable to 
prepare the meals themselves. 
While making deliveries, a Circle K 
member noticed that one of the 
recipients was burning old clothes for 
fuel, as her coal supply had run out. 
This elderly woman received coal 
through a local social service agency 
but it wasn't lasting until each con- 
secutive supply had been delivered. 
After contacting the social service 
agency to determine if the club could 
somehow supplement the womans' fuel 
supply without jeopardizing the amount 
of coal already being received, the 
Circle K'ers reported the situation to 
the University Circle K club. Club 
members were determined to help the 
woman in any ■ ay possible after 
hearing of her plight 
Circle K President Selby Cecil visited 
the elderly woman and asked if she 
would allow the club to help her by 
supplementing her fuel supply with 
wood for her to burn. The woman, 
touched by this show of concern, 
praised the club for wanting to assist 
her and agreed to accept their help. 
Members of the Circle K club then 
acquired permission from a local an- 
downer to cut and deliver wood to the 
woman. 
Since the initial delivery, a 
representative of the club visits the 
woman on a regular basis to assure 
everyone that she no longer has a need 
for more fuel. This is only one example 
of the community service provided by. 
the Circle K club to Richmond 
residents. 
Among the services the University 
Circle K'ers have given the Richmond, 
community in the past is their annual 
Easter Egg Hunt for children in this 
area. 
Madison Artisans host May Affair 
The Madisons Artisans, Inc., an arts 
and crafts organization, will hold a May 
Affair May 2-3. The show is open to area 
artisans as well as those from other 
states. 
There will be various activities, 
competition, etc. For instance, the May 
Affair Clown Contest, where clowning 
around could prove profitable. The 
competition is open to anyone 16 years 
or older. The award will be a cash prize. 
Some of the criteria for judging in- 
cludes originality and overall 
presentation. 
A face painting workshop will be 
held Saturday, April 18 trom 10 until 
noon, for persons interested in entering      Decorated Bike Contest 
the clown contest. There is no charge 
for the workshop, which will be con- 
ducted by president of the club. Bill 
Tippie. 
Individuals can sign up at the 
Camera Shop in the University Shop- 
ping Center or call 623-0667. 
May Affair, and the clown com- 
petition, will be held at Irvine Mc- 
Dowell Park in Richmond. The third 
annual arts and crafts May Affair is 
offering attractions for all ages. 
In addition to the artists and crafts- 
men exhibiting and demonstrating a 
"bubble-gum blowing contest" a "Best 
is planned for 
youngsters as well as a horseshoe pitch, 
checkers and barber-shop-quartet 
competition for the adults. 
Tippie, and Deborah Bellairs. 
director of Richmond Parks and 
Recreation Department are an- 
ticipating a record response to the 
event, a joint effort on part of both 
organizations. 
Tippie commented, "We are looking 
for manpower at this point, but with the 
cooperation of the community, we hope 
to have enough volunteers to offer 
something for all ages this year." 
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Sporty / 
Kocks proves critics wrong 
by speaking softly and 
carrying big (stick)tistics 
v By BRIAN BI.AIR 
'' Guest Writer 
Kevin Kocks hasn't forgotten what 
* some folks in his hometown of Saginaw, 
"Mich, said just before he left for college 
at Western Michigan University. 
a    "When I came out of high school, 
'.everybody said I was done playing 
• baseball." Kocks recalled during a 
i recent   interview.   "They  said,   'You 
.don't have the ability to play college 
ball."' 
James Kocks, who coached his son in 
his Little League days, hasn't forgot- 
ten, either. 
"Many people in the community felt 
he wouldn't last too long in college 
■ball," he said by telephone from his 
i,private business in Saginaw 
I: Well, everybody makes mistakes. 
Perhaps it would do Saginaw's heart 
.good to take another look into its crystal 
.baseball these days. 
p. Nearly   four   years   have   passed. 
; Kocks, a 23-year-old senior, is still 
,pl»ying baseball. At his third school. At 
third base. He has even outlasted the 
,'baseball program itself at his second 
school. Jackson Community College. 
. One look at the Colonel stat sheet will 
-tell you: >1 Kocks is not yet finished 
with baseball and, 2) the. ability, 
especially at the plate, is as evident as 
•it ever was. 
right place at the right tim<:." 
However, that wasn't always the 
case. In fact, it wasn't long after he 
signed with Western Michigan as a 
third baseman that he discovered the 
team had an Ail-American at third 
base. So he left for Jackson after the 
fall season. He arrived here last year 
and promptly led the club in assists 
(97), had a .935 fielding percentage at 
shortstopanda .301 batting average. 
That's how you spell all-conference. 
But let it be known that it's not how 
Kocks spells satisfaction. 
"I'm a team player," he said. "I'm 
not out there for the stardom." 
He is so detached from boasting that 
his parents didn't find out about the all- 
conference honor until a few weeks ago. 
"I guess he thought it would sound like 
bragging," said his mother. 
When the subject turns to Kocks, 
transplanted to third base this season to 
strengthen other positions, Scott Earl 
will gladly stand in as designated 
braggart. 
"When we played down south (in 
Florida) at the beginning of the season, 
he went something like one for 20 at the 
Slate," said the Colonel second 
aseman "To have pulled his average 
up to where it is now, he's got to be 
playing at least as good as he was last 
year." 
"I'm a team player," he said. 
I "I'm not out there for the stardom" 
Currently hitting .290 after 47 games 
(the Colonels have won 31), Kocks' RBI 
production of 30 is third-best on the 
club. Last year's second-team AU-OVC 
shortstop says it's no accident. 
"If we've got the winning run on third 
&se. and we need a fly ball, I'm going 
try to jack one out there," he said. 
!"I'm a situation hitter. I don't possess 
the kind of power to go downtown 
everytime I come to the plate. 
"Last year, sometimes I hit second in 
the lineup and sometimes I hit fifth. 
This year, I'm hitting seventh or eighth, 
so there's going to be a lot of op- 
portunities for RBI's. I've been in the 
Kocks recalls that he broke the slump 
with a home run. Now, with the end of 
the regular season several games 
away, he is hoping to somehow end his 
nagging fielding slump - a slump that 
has produced 21 errors this season. 
That's more, he says, than his other 
three seasons combined. 
Most of the errors seem to have been 
caused, not by his glove (Earl says his 
fielding matches last year's too), but by 
his throwing arm, thanks to a shoulder 
injury that has plagued him nearly 
every game. 
"He's got something like tendonitis," 
said Mike Roberts, a graduate assistant 
Colonels set new marks 
for wins, hitting 
[Jim Ward's baseball Colonels broke 
tjie school record for wins when they 
won a pair of games over Cincinnati 
Tuesday. The Colonels have now won 31 
games as they entered a doubleheader 
against Georgetown yesterday. The old 
mark was set in 1972 when the Colonels 
won 29. 
Second baseman Scott Earl has hit 
safely in 27 straight games as of the 
sweep of Cincinnati. Earl, a junior from 
North Vernon, Ind. is just three games 
short of the OVC record of 30 straight 
games that was set earlier this year by 
Glen Jones of Morehead Jones had 
broken the previous high of 20 straight 
games. 
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baseball trainer. "It's nothing that 
can't be overcome." 
Bobby Barton, Colonel head athletic 
trainer, agreed, labeling the injury as 
"an inflammation." He added that 
Kocks has undergone treatment both 
before and after games. 
"It's been a problem," Kocks ad- 
mitted. It's hurt me defensively a lot, 
because it's always in the back of my 
mind -- you know, thinking, 'I can't cut 
loose on this throw because it hurts.' 
But it's just something I'm going to 
have to play with." 
Even when his baseball career is 
finished, injuries may be something 
that the 5 foot 11. 180-pounder will have 
to LIVE with - sort of, anyway. He'd 
like to use his eventual physical 
education degree to land a job as an 
athletic trainer. 
But, for the moment, the latter part of 
the season remains. Because, contrary 
to earlier reports, Kevin Kocks isn't 
finished with baseball yet. Kevin Kocks 
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Random 
notes 
This is whai can happen when you 
can't come up with a satisfactory 
column topic and the deadline is 
only minutes away. 
Congratulations are in order to 
Jim Ward's baseball Colonels, who 
have set a school record for wins in 
a season. 
When the Colonels beat Western 
last Thursday, the old mark of 29 
wins was tied and then the Colonels 
set the new standard against Cin- 
cinnati on the following Tuesday. 
Now the Colonels will attempt to 
secure a spot in the post-season 
conference tournament to be hosted 
by the Hilltoppcrs of Western. 
Western won the honor of hosting 
the four team tourney by winning 
JjhcOVC North Division crown. 
Cincinnati's Tom Seaver has 
•become only the fifth pitcher in 
•major league history to strike out 
•3,000 baiters in a career. 
I Seaver got his magic strikeout 
>againsi St. Louis in a losing effort 
;3ast Saturday. 
> Others thai have accomplished 
;4he feat include Walter Johnson, 
;5Gaylord Perry, Nolan Ryan and 
; 5JobCiibsi.il. 
•I Later this year, Steve Carlton and 
;3 crguson Jenkins will probably also 
|4oin one of baseball's more ex- 
clusive clubs. 
have even been known to have a 
player fake a lost contact even 
though he is not wearing the lenses. 
But others . . . and misfortunate 
souls those are . . . really do lose a 
contact and thai can be one of the 
biggest crises in life, if you will take 
if from one who knows firsthand. 
The little devils are unbelievably 
hard to find, especially when the 
light is insufficient and looking 
through only one lens is often worse 
than trying to sec with the unaided 
eye. 
And often, those helping you 
look for the valuable but minute 
piece of glass do noi understand the 
care thai must be taken in order not 
to crush the tiny object by stepping 
on it, thus bringing forth a slight bui 
sickening crunch. 
Although I have never had the 
misfortune of losing a contact while 
playing a game, I have searched for 
hours in a dorm room only to find 
the lens had been in my eye the 
whole time, something which has 
also happened in many games thai I 
have seen. 
'.; Have you ever been watching a 
jfame at the ball park or on 
television and sat and cursed while 
►jeveral players crawled around on 
<heir hands and knees searching in 
t^ain for a lost coniact lens? 
r Often the lost contact lens is a 
J?loy used by a team to stop play in 
{place of a time out and some learns 
Earlier this year in ihis column, I 
complained about ihe amount of 
football all si in games thai were 
thrust upon fans each winter. 
My disgust for them is mild, 
however, when compared IO whai I 
feel about the lenglh of ihe pro 
basketball season. 
The pros started back in October 
and will still be fighting it out for 
the title come May. 
I guess the reason for my disdain 
of the professional basketball 
season is that the colleges play a 
much belter brand of basketball and 
the season docs not last so long ihat 
you can get tired of it before ii will 
end. 
Feldhaus, Daniels 
sign with Colonels 
Head basketball coach Ed Byhre has 
announced the signing of Allen 
Feldhaus, Jr., of Mason County High 
School to a national letter of intent 
Feldhaus, a 6-4, 180-pound guard who 
was a three-year starter for his father, 
coach Allen Feldhaus, ST., helped lead 
Mason County to the finals of the 1981 
Kentucky state high school tournament 
where it was defeated by Simon Ken- 
ton. 
For his efforts in the tournament. 
Feldhaus was an All-Slate Tournament 
pick and was also the recipient of the 
Ted Sanford Award which goes to the 
player in the tournament who best 
exemplifies the qualities of playing 
ability, character, academics and 
sportsmanship. 
He was a first-team All-State pick in 
1981, while scoring 15.1 points, 
averaging 10.2 rebounds per game, 
hitting 47.9 per cent from the field and 
S6.1 per cent from the free throw line 
and handing out S.7 assists per game. 
"Allen Jr. made his own decision and 
I'm glad he's stayed close to home in- 
state and that he's joining Eastern's 
other signees who are quality players 
and people." said the elder Feldhaus. 
"I feel he will be a'more relaxed and a 
better player in college than he was in 
high school because he won't have the 
added burden of playing for his father." 
As Mason County compiled a 74-18 
record   while   he   was  a   three-year 
starter, including a 28-5 mark as state 
runnerupin '81, Feldhaus averaged 17 0 
points 10.0 rebounds, four assists and 
shot 51 per cent from the field and 65.2 
per cent from the free throw line his 
junior year. 
An Ail 10th Region pick his last two 
seasons, he has been chosen to play in 
the prestigious Derby Classic All-Star 
game and the Kentucky High School 
Athletic Association's East-West All 
Star game. 
Scott Daniels, a 6-7',, 195-pound 
forward from Tales Creek High School, 
has signed a national letter-of-intent 
with the Colonel basketball team, head 
coach Ed Byhre announced recently. 
While scoring 14.2 points per game, 
pulling down 10.3 rebounds and hitting 
59.2 per cent from the field, Daniels was 
a second-team All-State choice and 
first-team All-City pick. He helped pace 
coach Nolan Barger's Tales Creek 
team to a 24-6 record last year and 20-8 
mark his junior season. 
"I feel Scott's best basketball is 
ahead of him," said Tales Creek's 
Barger. "He is an extremely 
coachable, intelligent kid. Scott is 
fundamentally sound, has a good 
shooting touch and is an excellent 
passer." 
The long run 
Sue Schaefer of the Distance Medley Relay team carries the baton for the 
Colonels during the UK Relays. The Colonels finished third behind Purdue and 
UK in the race that was plagued by rain. The women will be hosting the Becky 
Boone Relays this weekend at the Tom Samuels Track (photo by Will Man- 
sfield) 
Scoreboard 
BASEBALL 
April 23- Morehrad (21, home 1p.m. 
April 28- Kentucky, home 2 p.m 
i GOLF 
; April 26-28- Evansville Intercollegiate. 
• away 
: April 29 - May 1 - Hall Intercollegiate. 
;away 
MEN'S TENNIS 
>\pril 23 - Louisville, away 
April 28 - Cincinnati, away 
WOMEN'S TENNIS 
April 28 - Cincinnati, home 3 p.m. 
April 3*- Kentucky, home 3 p.m. 
MEN'S TRACK 
April 23-25 - Penn Relays, away 
April 25 - Young Games, away 
April 
home 
WOMEN'S TRACK 
24-25  -   Becky   Boone   Relays. 
BUCCANEER DRIVE IN 
N. U.S. 25 Ph. 623-9234 
ENDS SUNDAY 
THE TEXAS 
MASSACRE 
What 
happened 
is true. 
Now the 
motion 
picture 
that's just 
as real! 
Plus JODIE FOSTER 
Starring In 
Play McDonald s 
'10,000,000 
BUILD A BIG MAC 
gVP*fci$^ 
^W*tv 
/^Mf i® 
Eastern ByPass 
Richmond, Ky. 
Dr. W. R. Isaacs 
Dr. C.L. Da-vis 
OPTOMETRISTS 
Complete Visual Service 
All Types of Contacts 
Downtown 
228 W. Main 
623-3358 8:30 - 5:00 
APRIL 
Exchange 
Classified Ads 
SKYDIVING: It's a Natural High! 
Train and jump the same day or just 
come out and watch. Group rates 
available. Every weekend 5.5 miles' 
south on U.S. 25. Only 15 minutes 
from campus. For more information 
call 623-4038. 
SUMMER RECREATION 
DIRECTOR: Plan and participate in 
activities (crafts, sports, and trips) 
for girts 11-17 yrs. in children's 
home. Live-in accomodations 
possible. Must have knowledge of 
planned recreation and be over 21 
years of age. Write Cleveland Home, 
Versailles, Ky. 40383. 
FOR SALE - Darkroom equipment: 
Bogen enlarger. Gra Lab timer, 
trays, and black and white paper. 
All equipment is still under 
warranty and has been used only a 
few times Contact Kay at 1452 or 
Deniseatl278 
RECORDSMITH    is   buying 
trading good used rock LPs. 
623-5058 
and 
FOR SALE: 1971 V.W. Bug, $1650.00, 
excellent mechanical and body 
condition, extras, 29 m.p.g. - 623- 
3760. Ask for David. 
LONZEL*S SOUND SHOP, 106 East 
Main Street, featuring records and 
tapes of all categories. Variety of 
other interesting items. Student 
discount offered with ID 
AUTOS FOR SALE: Surplus Jeeps, 
Cars, and Trucks available through 
government agencies. Many sell 
under $200.00. Call 312-742-1143, ext 
2545. For information on how to 
purchase. 
LIVE-IN House Mother - Counselor 
for children's home. Work ex- 
perience and education in children's 
adolescents. Write to Cleveland 
Home, Versailles, Ky. 40383. 
CONGRATS Wiggles and Hot Choc - 
I don't believe it! 
The Gang 
ARE YOU A business major with no 
business experience? Thomas 
Nelson has a fe summer sales 
positions available. For an interview 
come by Combs 230 on Wednesday. 
April29that3 30or6:30. 
CAMP POSITIONS in New England 
Swimming; Fishing; Baseball, 
Basketball; Tennis; Water Skiing 
Video-taping. Send Resume: Camp 
Mah-Kee-Nac, 20 Allen Court, South 
Orange, New Jersey 07079. 
20% OFF 
Save 20% off the Entire Stock of'Regular'or "Sale" Price 
name-brand chthes and shoes. Save on name-brandkke: 
Colvin Klein    QPQQCN* 
^ plus many others it 
\^tmamr. 
Safe Last 2 Days Only 
April25th, Ham to 9 pm       Sunday, Apri26th, 1PM to 6 P 
• EXTRA SPECIAL TREAT/ HOTDOGSAHD COKES - 27*EACH+ 
KEH TUCK'S FIRST 
SHOP EARL YFOR BESTSELECTIOH! 
"THE COLLEGE SHOP" 
Shoppers Village 
624-2727 
M.nSl 10:00 thru 9:00 
Sunday 1:00 thru 6:00 
466 EASTERN BY-PASS   SHOPPERS VILLAGE RICHMOND, KY. 
(A MEMBER OF THE STUDIO 27 GROUP) 
V T 
S*v* l^«|M'>«<^f 
£ 
i 
Pet* 10/Vol. 6t/No. SO 
The Eeetern Pi lip 1 
ThyrMtoy. April 23. 1M1 , 
I 
4. 
1 
Colonels set to host Becky 
Boone Relays this weekend 
A Held of 21 of this part of the coun- 
try's top women's collegiate track 
teams will converge on the University's 
Tom Samuels Track for the 11th annual 
Becky Boone Relays. April 24-25. 
Three-time Becky Boone champion 
Michigan State University, last year's 
champion University of Michigan, two- 
time winner University of Tennessee 
and outstanding teams, Ohio State and 
Purdue, have been listed as the pre 
meet favorites as eight of last year's 
top 10 Becky Boone finishers are en- 
tered 
"1 don't know where we'll finish this 
year," said Lady Colonel coach Sandy 
Martin. "We've not had a full, healthy 
team all season long because of in- 
juries. In fact, we have had such bad 
luck that even when we're not working 
out or competing, we're still losing 
people to freak injuries." 
The harriers finished fifth in last 
year's Becky Boone Relays. Best bets 
for top finishes this year for Eastern 
should come from senior distance 
runner Sue Schaefer and senior 
sprinter Sharon Walker. 
Other schools listed as participants 
include Bowling Green, Eastern 
Illinois, East Tennessee, Illinois Stale. 
Marshall, Miami (Ohio), Morehead 
State, Murray State, Ohio University. 
Southern Illinois. Kentucky, Western 
Kentucky, Virginia Tech, Southern 
Illinois Kdwardsville and Western 
Michigan. 
Each college may have three entries 
per event and only one team per relay. 
However, an athlete may enter aqy 
number of events desired. NAGWS 
rules will govern all events. 
Events at the track begin at 1 p.m. 
Friday and at 9 a.m. Saturday. Seven 
events will be completed Friday, irf- 
cluding the 3,000-meter run, the 5,000- 
meter run, the 3,200-meter relay, the 
800-meter relay, the Javelin, discus and 
long jump. 
A total of 19 events are scheduled to 
be completed over the two-day meet. In 
addition to the heptathlon. 
Individual awards will be presented 
to the first six place finishers. Scoring 
for team standings will be on a 10-8-6-4- 
2-1 basis and team awards will be 
presented. 
Women fourth at KWIC meet; 
men take seven firsts at Marshall 
"Yarout!" 
Joe Myers, a sophomore catcher from Cincinnati is thrown 
out at third during last week's, loss to the Wildcats of UK. The 
Wildcats beat the Colonels for the second time when they 
scored two runs in the top of the ninth to win 9-7. The Colonels 
will get two more chances against the Wildcats before the 
season ends, (photo by Will Mansfield) 
University to host trainer workshop 
The University, in conjunction with 
Cramer Products, will sponsor a 
Student Athletic Trainer Workshop 
July 28-29. Dr. Bobby Barton, Colonel 
athletic trainer, will serve as one of the 
four instructors. 
This is the 24th year Cramer 
Products, the nation's leading 
manufacturer of athletic training 
supplies, has sponsored Athletic 
Training Workshops. They are 
designed to teach high school and (unior 
high students about the prevention, 
recognition and care of minor athletic 
injuries. 
A staff of certified athletic trainers 
conduct the three and one-half day 
workshops, which consist of classroom 
lectures, visual aids, demonstrations 
and laboratory work. 
The workshop is one of 24 student 
trainer workshops scheduled at various 
colleges and  universities across the 
nation this summer. Last summer 
Cramer Athletic Training Workshops 
attracted more than 1,900 participants. 
Cramer, located in Gardner. Kansas, 
will also co-sponsor 14 workshops for 
coaches this summer. 
For more information, contact: Dr. 
Bobby Barton, Alumni Coliseum, Room 
128, Richmond. Ky. 40475 or Cramer 
Products Educational Services 
Department. P.O. Box 1001. Gardner. 
Kansas 66030. 
By SCOTT WILSON 
Staff Writer 
The women's track team finished 
fourth in the Kentucky Women's In- 
tercollegiate Championships held in 
Louisville last weekend 
It was a good performance but, ac- 
cording to Graduate Assistant Betty 
Mills, it was unexpected. 
"I thought we could get third. Only 
one team had run against Western 
before this meet and no other team 
knew what they (Western) could do. 
There were still some good per- 
formances." 
Ail-American Sue Schaefer led the 
team once again as she won the 3000 
and 5000 meter runs. She had times of 
9.44 and 16.56 respectively. She missed 
qualifying for the nationals by four 
seconds in the 3000 and six seconds in 
the 5000. 
There were a few personal bests in 
the meet. Marie Pazarentzos ran a time 
of 4:43 in the 15.000 meters. That was 
good enough for second place. Sharon 
Walker, a senior from Cincinnati, 
finished second in the long jump of 
18'n Karen Hayden also had a per- 
sonal best with a sixth place finish in 
the 3000 meters in a time of 10:51. 
Becky Crawley finished fifth in the 
10,000 with a time of 43:04. The 4x100 
relay team of Walker, Sondra Ward, 
Jill Molden and Vicki Huellette finished 
fourth with a time of 49.1. 
"It was a good meet. A lot of the girls 
improved on their times. I was very 
pleased." said Mills. 
Mills is now getting her Harriers 
ready for the prestigious Becky Boone 
Relays. Mills said she feels that the 
relays, held at the University, will bean 
excellent meet. 
"It will be an excellent meet. Many 
coaches decided to come here instead of 
the Penn Relays. Records will be 
broken." she added. 
The Colonel men's team performed 
well at the Marshall Invitational last 
weekend as they finished first in seven 
out of 18 events. 
Mike Bernard won the 110-meter 
hurdles with a time of 14.6. Rick Estes 
won the triple jump with a jump of 48- 
10'». Kelvin Lewis won the 800 meter 
run in 1:51.7. In the 100 meters the 
harriers finished one, two and three, 
with Rick White, Nate White and.' 
Lorenzo Combs in that order. 
In the 200 meter run Otis Jones and 
Combs finished first and second with; 
times of 21.9 and-22.2 respective!// 
Kenny Glover won the high jump with a' 
leap of 7'V. The 440 relay team of 
White, Jones. Combs and White 
finished first in 41 2. 
Other finishers were Tim Langford at' 
second in the 10,000 meters while Terry 
Lakes finished fourth in the 2,000-meter 
steeplechase. Bryce Allmon, Fred Bisel 
and Crawley finished second, third and 
fifth in the 1,500-meter run. Kevin 
Johnson finished third in the 400-meter 
race. Dennis Creekmore finished fourth' 
in the 5,000-meter contest. 
I Dial-A-Bible 
Moment 
624-2427 
1.00 OFF 
Professionally Printed Resumes 
Low prices 
Top quality printing 
Same day service 
Wide selection of paper 
Typing & Typesetting Available 
JJ Quick Print 
We Hustle For You 
211 Geri Last* 
Richmond, Kentucky 4*475 <«•*) 623-8154 
FAST FREE DELIVERY 
Delicate 
mushrooms 
Cheese 
Extra 
thick crust 
ARCHIE'S PIZZA 
UP CLOSE 
Lexington - 269-3366 - Euclid It Ashland In Chevy Cha*» 
Mchmond - 624-2424 - 263 Eat Mom Sfr—I I 
EKU Student Special 
|     2 Games for $ 1.00 
! With Coupon 
(One Coupon Per Customer) 
MAROON 
LAMMS 
L^0*%--Tl        . BIG HILL AVE. .623^4236_ 
Cmtt 
623-3651 
210 S. Porter Dr. 
Richmond JCy. 
Soft Contact Lames 
Single Vision Spharet 
(Includes Cars Kit) 
We Have A Lense To Fit Your Needs 
ECONOMY PLAN 
* 17995 
Semi-Hexible 
(Sin*. Vision Spr.er.sl * 1 20 
Hard Contort Lnnsftfi 
(Spheres. Single Vision) $ QO00 
BBABIDS 
m mm imcri wmm of aw ktmm mwmmmm 
wf ttft emmet tonm Mf* land. —4 Lewb Softtowt. 
Otfcer contact IMM* tvafabb: 
Th. above price, do not inelude examination and frrtttssj. 
The Contact Lens Center 
OPEN MONDAY FRIDAY 9-6 
SATURDAY 8-1 
205 Geci Ltwt. Hicham*-, Ky. 
6234643 mi1823-42177 
VISA AND 
MASTERCHARGE ACCEPTED 
tl- 
IT'S TIME TO GET INVOLVED 
VOTE 
DANA GIBSON 
FOR 
STUDENT MEMBER 
BOARD OF REGENTS 
TUESDAY, APRIL 28,1981        10:00 A.M. - 6:00 P.M. 
Committed To Elect Gibson, Michael Wilson, Treasurer 
M 
^ ^^m ^^^mmmmmmmmmmm wmmmm ■■ 
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The Gary Lewis Band 
set for Jubilee Dance 
t ByMAKYANNMCQUNN 
Arti Editor 
Hie Gary Lewis Band and Spectrum 
will perform here Saturday, April 25 at 
the Diamond Jubilee Dance. 
Who ia the Gary Lewis Band? 
Well, to start with, Gary Lewis is the 
son of the famous comedian Jerry 
Lewis. He is also the same Gary Lewis 
of Gary Lewis and the Playboys. 
According   to  an  article  by   Dale 
Ma ha ridge   in   "The   Plain   Dealer" 
magazine,    Gary    Lewis    and    the 
Playboys was a mid-oO's, clean-cut, all 
American pop music band. 
During the group's lifespan, a total of 
five gold singles and three gold albums 
were produced. 
Perhaps the most familiar song the 
group ever recorded was, "This 
Diamond Ring" which sold l'i million 
copies in 1965 when Lewis was 19. He is 
Sw 35 years old and, according to 
_ aharidges' article, reverting back to 
Simplicity rock 'n' roll. 
. "Count Me In," "Save Your Heart for 
Me," "Everybody Loves a Clown" and 
"She's Just My Style" were the other 
four singles that went gold. 
Lewis has appeared as the guest of 
Johnny Carson, Ed Sullivan, Mike 
Douglas and Merv Griffin. He was also 
included in the Dick Clark bus tours. 
Lewis has played in several movies, 
the latest being "Hardly Working," 
which   stars   his   father.    ("Hardly 
Working'  is now playing a the Campus 
Cinemas.) 
Tim Wirth is the drummer of the 
band. Wirth handles the business for 
the band and organizes concerts and 
club dates. He has recently finished 
writing a tribute to Valerie Bertinelli 
called "One Half-Hour a Day." The 
song appears on the band's new album. 
Wirth does vocals also. 
Dusty Dalton is the bass guitarist for 
the band and does some vocals. 
Craig Markle is the lead guitarist and 
also does vocals for the band. He has 
played for bands that opened for Ted 
Nugent, ZZ Top, Kiss and R.E.O. 
Markle's hobbies include - get this -• 
rotating spiders until they are dizzy 
Ray Sparks plays rhythm guitar and 
does vocals too. 
Spectrum plays current tunes, rock- 
n roll and disco 
The Diamond Jubilee Dance will be 
held April 25 in the University Center 
Plaza (the area surrounding the 
meditation chapel.) 
The dance will begin at 8 p.m. and 
end at midnight. 
The cost is $5 per couple which in- 
cludes soft drinks and hors d'oeuvres. 
1,2, 3 and .. . 
Robert Page, assistant conductor of the Cleveland Symphony 
Orchestra gave a guest performance here on April 15. Page 
conducted members of the University Singers, the Concert 
Choir and the Symphony Orchestra in the Mozart Requiem. 
The Symphonic Band and the Concert Band will give a 
performance April 26 at 3:30 p.m. in the ravine. 
Student Art Show displays works of majors, non-majors 
By CINDY GILBERT 
Staff Writer 
April 13 marked the opening of the 
Student Art Show held in the Giles 
Room of the Campbell Building. 
'A number of students from the art 
department and several non-art majors 
are exhibiting their paintings, sculp- 
tures and ceramics until May 8. 
'There is no competition in the show. 
Ii just gives the students a chance to see 
how people react to their work and to 
see what other students are doing. 
' Craig Thompson, a first semester 
junior and art major, has several in- 
teresting pieces of jewelry and pain- 
tings on display. 
T His "Brooch I" and "Brooch II" were 
made from fusing two metals together. 
He said he fused silver wire to a copper 
background and placed pearls on it to 
create a fine piece of jewelry. Since he 
has a casting class this semester, this 
type of art has been his most recent 
work. 
However, his sculptures and pain- 
tings stir the imagination a bit more 
than his jewelry. Not only is it original 
and abstract, but the titles are quite 
extravagant. "One Defiant Palm on a 
Tundra in a Windstorm" is a brass, 
copper and wood sculpture which shows 
three palm trees blowing in the wind 
with one unyielding to the storm. 
"Three Pink and Purple Palms on an 
Ice Berg" is an acrylic painting that 
shows the extent of Thompson's 
imagination. Perhaps, he can paint a 
palm in such a fantastic setting because 
he has never seen one. 
"I have never been to Florida or seen 
a real palm tree so I'm obsessed with 
them. I've been painting them for 
years. I like the form and shape. I find 
it pleasing," said Thompson. 
He also did a painting titled. "Three 
Palms in a Cloud" and a type of shadow 
box called "A Little Bit of Coco Beach 
in a Box." 
Several of Thompson's paintings are 
for sale, as are a few by other artists. 
The price varies according to the ex- 
pense of the materials used, the time 
and effort put into it, and the sen- 
timental value of the work itself. 
Debbie Wright, a design major and 
textile minor, from Dayton, Ohio, is 
another artist displaying her works. 
Her multipanel painting is her favorite, 
she said. Six acrylic panels show her 
self image with the use of trapunto. a 
method of quilting. 
"The Puppet" is one of the most 
outstanding acrylic paintings on 
exhibition. Wright used trapunto to give 
it a three dimensional appearance. In 
trapunto, two pieces of fabric are sewn 
together, the back panel is slit, and the 
stuffing is put in the back. It really adds 
to the sensitivity of "The Puppet. 
Cindy Lio, the winner of the Delta 
Upsilon Art Competition, displayed her 
"Indian Poor Series" The winning 
painting "Scrubbing the Ward" and 
"The Beggar" are symbolic of the 
poverty stricken people in India today 
Also, she had a photograph titled 
"The Pill Galaxy" in the show. It 
combines thousands of tiny pills with a 
shot that resembles the Milky Way. The 
pills seem like stars. It is something 
that each individual must see and find 
their own meaning from it. 
Other paintings that are unique and 
should be noticed are Kat McGee's 
"Truth of Sisyphus," David Earle's 
"October," J.D. Crowe's "Papal 
Family" and "Herb and Dorothy" and 
Suzan Zimmerman's "Bell System 
Promotional." 
Ravine 
concert 
planned 
By TAMMY A. CRAVEN 
Staff Writer 
The Symphonic Band and the Concert 
Band will be giving their last spring 
concert April 26. 
The concert will be held in the Van 
Peursem Pavilion, better known as the 
"ravine," at 3:30 p.m. 
David Priester. who is directing the 
Concert Band, said the music will in- 
clude "light, pop-type tunes" things 
like Billy Joel. 
Priester will also be doing Bach's 
"Jesu-Joy of Man's Desire," and a 
Broadway spectacular from two 
composers, Briccuse and Newley. 
Dr. Robert Hartwell is directing the 
Symphonic Band. Their music will also 
be very light, easy-listening music. 
Selections 06 far include "Rock En- 
counter," and "March of the Invincible 
Eagle, "by John Philip Sousa. 
Three trombone soloists will be 
featured in a work by Norman Leyden. 
The first movement will include a solo 
from Dudley Spoonamore. In the 
second movement, Spoonamore will be 
joined by Tom Duff for a duet. During 
the third movement, Michael Dick will 
join, making it a trio. 
Professor Earl Thomas will play a 
solo on clarinet. His selection will be 
"Rondo" from Mozart's clarinet 
concerto. 
If you would like to see a spring 
concert in the Ravine be sure not to 
miss this. It's free and ice cieam. 
popcorn and refreshments will be 
available. If the weather is bad. the 
concert is scheduled to be held in Brock 
Auditorium. 
Don't miss 
'Cuckoo's Nest' 
April 21-25 
G if ford Theatre 
7:30 p.m. 
HOW TO GAIN EXPERIENCE 
WHILE GRADUATING FROM DEBT 
By joining the ARMY or ARMY RESERVE for certain skills 
(job specialties), you can gain the experience needed to compete 
in today's tight job market plus have part (or all) of your college 
debt forgiven. 
HERE'S HOW: 
If you've attended college on a National Direct Student Loan or a 
Guaranteed Student Loan made after October 1, 1975, and 
qualify, the government can absolve you from V3 of your debt (or 
$1,500, whichever is greater) for each year you serve. 
Obviously, a three-year enlistment could eliminate 100% of your 
debt. But if you want a shorter tour of duty, you can still receive 
2/3 loan forgiveness with our two-year enlistment option. (Only 
the ARMY can make this offer!) 
OR: 
You may want to consider joining the ARMY RESERVE. If you 
qualify as an ARMY Reservist, you can stay at home, get paid for 
your initial skill training, and receive 15% loan forgiveness (or 
$500, whichever is greater) for each year of RESERVE service. 
Most part-time jobs give you an income, and that's it. The ARMY 
RESERVE gives you an income plus fringe benefits which 
includes technical training and a retirement plan. 
And, if you want to go back to school, your ARMY or ARMY 
RESERVE enlistment will qualify you for thousands of dollars for 
educational assistance. On top of that, you'll still receive loan 
forgiveness. 
So, if. your dream is to go to grad school, or you want to take a 
break in your educational process, while earning money to 
continue your education, today's ARMY and ARMY RESERVE 
can help you get out of debt, gain experience, and into grad 
school in as little as two years. 
Of course, with your higher education you can probably start at a 
higher rank and pay grade. 
To find out how you can serve your country while you serve 
yourself, call or visit your nearest ARMY RECRUITER, listed in 
the telephone directory Yellow Pages under RECRUITING. 
The ARMY'S loan forgiveness program was 
authorized by Congress for enlistments) during the 
period December 1. 1980 through September 30. 
1981   It is not known if this program will be renewed. 
S 
CALL ARMY SERGEANT CHUCK ROGERS 
US Army Recruiting  Office 
Federal   Building,   Room 104 
507 West Main Street 
Richmond,  Kentucky 
623-6293 
ARMY. 
ARMY RESERVE. 
BE ALL YOU CAN BE. 
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'Cuckoo's Nest' M 
a production of emotion 
Tra la la la 
Members of the University Singers are shown during the 
performance of April 15. Robert Page was conducting the 
Upcoming events 
Crafts fair 
Singers in the Mozart Requiem. The University Singers will 
be touring Europe this summer. 
?    g 
glbt largest Student Craftsman's Fair 
ryer held at the University is expected 
April 30-May 2 as more than 2,000 in- 
dustrial arts and vocational students 
■torn across the state enter projects. 
>lThe   fair    is    sponsored    by    the 
Department  of  Industrial  Education 
aipi Technology and is held each spring 
if> the Fitzpatrick, Gibson and Ault 
Bjuildings on campus. 
-Recording to Mark H. Williams, fair 
director, student projects and other 
eptries will be brought to campus April 
3jK to be registered and judged and 
placed on exhibit May 1-2. In addition to 
project exhibits,   other  activities in- 
cBjde   demonstrations,    performance 
te>ts,  and  the annual luncheon and 
awards ceremony. Williams said the 
projects wtU be on public exhibit on 
May 1 from 1-4:30 p.m. and 6:30-9 p.m. 
afklMay2from8a.ni. to 12:30p.m. The 
awards ceremony will be held at 1:30 
pip.   following  the luncheon   in  the 
Powell Building cafeteria. 
fc*or more information, contact Mark 
H."Williams, telephone (606) 622-3232 or 
.33* 
Documentary 
The   first   public   showing   of   the 
documentary film, "Homer Ledford: 
r?  
Dulcimer Maker,'' directed by 
broadcasting associate professor Jerry 
Perry, will be presented Wednesday. 
April 29, at 7:30 p.m. in the auditorium 
of the Burner Building. 
Ledford, a well-known Kentucky 
craftsman from Winchester and a 
University graduate, will attend the 
showing and will be given a reception 
following the 22-minute documentary 
film. 
Perry made the Ledford film over a 
Vt year period through a grant from 
the Kentucky Arts Commission. The 
filming took place at Ledford's Win- 
chester workshop, the Berea Artists 
and Craftsmen's Fair, the Dulcimer 
Convention, an annual event at Pine 
Mountain State Park and the John C. 
Campbell Folkschool in Brasstown, 
N.C. 
The film explores Ledford's per- 
sonality and techniques as one of the 
outstanding folk craftsman of stringed 
instruments. He makes guitars, 
mandolins and banjos, as well as an 
original insturment. a dulcitar ( a 
combination of a dulcimer and guitar). 
Ledford began making fiddles at age 
13. But the instrument he chiefly 
produces is a dulcimer, an ancient 
three- or four-stringed piece which was 
first made in the appalachian moun- 
tains. The film attempts to reveal why 
Ledford makes dulcimers and it depicts 
Ledford as he plays his instruments, 
entertains and sells his wares at craft 
fairs. 
The film is being shown in con- 
junction with the Student Craftsman 
Fair which opens on campus the 
following day. It is intended to en- 
courage student work in crafts. The 
public is invited to attend the film and 
the reception for Ledford. 
By MARY ANN MCQU1NN 
Arta Editor 
Drama plays on the emotions, 
sometimes gently, sometimes fiercely. 
"One Flew Over the Cuckoos Neat" 
was charged with intense emotions 
Like the pendulum in a cuckoo clock, 
the pendulum of the emotions swung 
back and forth, with periodic moments 
when pandemonium reigned and others 
when deathly stillness was interrupted 
only by the haunting voice of DeJbert 
Browne in his lead role as Chief 
Bromden. 
The majority of his lines were 
delivered while he stood gazing 
heavenward and thinking the words he 
wanted to say to his father, thinking, 
because at this point Chief Bromden is 
supposed deaf and mute by those 
around him. His voice had been 
previously recorded and his thoughts 
drifted down eerily from the rafters. 
The audience hears only his thoughts 
and his thoughts reveal much of the 
deep meaning of the play. You could 
say that Chief Bromden speaks from 
the heart of the production. 
Jim Christian stars as Handle P. 
McMurphy in the drama and like a star, 
he emitted a radiant brightness. In the 
words of Vicky Newell, a sophomore 
from Pickerington, Ohio, "It's easy to 
compare McMurphy (as portrayed by 
Jim ChristUn) with Jack Nicholson." 
One of McMurphy's lines reads 
something like, "I'm all charged up .. 
." and Jim Christian's electrifying 
performance suggested that he was 
charged up. It seemed as if he himself 
had been charged up. 
When McMurphy slapped his hands 
together and cheered tor his favorite 
team in the World Series, some of the 
audience did too. 
At the end of the performance, he and 
Nurse Hatched were awarded a 
standing ovation. Speaking of Nurse 
Ratched ... 
Tamaen Pappas chilled Gifford 
Theatre with her performance. 
Starring as Nurse Ratched, she sliced 
the mental patients to shreds with her 
words and chilled the very marrow of 
their bones with her ice-cold, glacier 
smile. 
Pappas can consider her first lead 
performance at the University a sue- 
Review 
cess. 
Christian and Pappas were not the 
only two members of the cast who did 
an outstanding job. All of the members 
of the cast performed exceptionally 
well. 
For instance. Gene N. Elliott, who 
played Ruckly had only a three-word 
line to deliver from time to time 
throughout the play, but he did it well. 
He is also to be commended for 
maintaining the same position for so 
long. 
Anyone who could remain standing 
with his arms extended droopingly for 
over 30 minutes at a time deserves a 
handshake. What he deserves for 
oozing a neverending stream of drool 
from his mouth is questionable, but 
nevertheless,   he  certainly   had   ab- 
sorbed his character's personality. 
After Robin McCoy Grimes' per- 
formance in "One Flew Over the 
Cuckoo's Nest," she is certain to have a 
"bad girl" reputation, but not as an 
actress. 
Her portrayal of the prostitute Candy 
Starr was an eye opener. 
Other outstanding performances 
were given by Marshall Crawford as 
the aide Turkle, Lisa Rullman as Nurse 
Flinn, Ray Edwards as Dale Harding, 
Robbie LaVielle Gibbons as Billy 
Bibbit, Thomas P. Tucker as Scanlon 
and Brian T. Woodleeas Martini. 
The entire cast was super from the 
lead actors to the production crew. 
The timing of the lighting and the 
sound was well executed. Everything 
flowed smoothly. 
The costumes were realistic and as 
authentic as possible. They will bear 
the closest scrutiny as they are com- 
plete to the last detail. 
As for the success of the unique 
seating of interpreters theater where 
the seating is as close to the stage as 
possible, Eva Heimerdinger, a senior 
music education major from Louisville, 
summed it up when she said, "It makes 
you feel like you're part of it." 
"One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest" 
is above all an interpreter's theater. Go 
see it and interpret yourself. It's an 
experience. 
"One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest" 
will play nightly at 7:30 through 
Saturday, April 25 in Gifford Theatre. 
For ticket reservations, call 3480. 
'Forever His' to perform at local church 
"Forever His," a contemporary 
Christian singing group, will be in 
concert at Red House Baptist Church 
on April 26, 1981 at 11 a.m. The group. 
based in Kentucky, is beginning their 
first year of full-time music ministry. 
"Forever His" incorporates singing, 
testimonies and drama, all in a service 
of worship, evangelism and praise. 
Terry Lester, pastor of Red House 
Baptist cordially invites the public to 
attend. 
TOWNE CINEMA 
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Sho wtimes 
7:00& 9:00 
ENDSTONIGHT 
The Howling 
STARTS  FRIDAY 
KRIS KRISTOFFERSON 
STARRING IN MICHAEL CIMIAS 
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Invaluable Coupon 
Good for Seven Evenings 
of Spiritual Enrich ment 
FIRST UNITED 
METHODIST CHURCH 
Spring Evangelistic Services 
April 26 - May 1 
7:30-8:30 nightly 
Clip and Share With a Friend 
We can't tell you our name... 
but one visit and you 7/ never 
forget it! 
The REAL Place 
Ph. 623-8884 
CAMPUS CINEMAS 1 • 2    UmmHSST 
6?3 osee 
Starts TOMORROW    
Firsl then Jfl) conked OUl 
over Caiilornia      neil 
they couldn t gel ipare parh 
and now the aliens are stranded 
Earthbound 
& 
>9 
* sub rente. *L 
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REAL People 
Lexington Best Light Show and Disco 
Electronic Games and Pin ball Arcade 
Billiards 
224 E. Main 
next to Barney Millers 
Parking in reai 
f. I), required 
7 
OUTRAGEOUS SANDWICHES 
THt COLONEL — M lb of meal including 
2 kind* ol ham, 2 kinds of Miami, and 
turkey('). served on a 12-inch 
Italian roll    $3.20 
THE ADMINISTRATION - '. lb  of 
turkey served complete with cheese. 
tomato, lettuce and our own special 
sauce on a 12-inch Italian 
roll    $320 
THE THURSDAY MH3HT DELIGHT - 
•* lb ot deHcious ham    $3 20 
THE TELFORD SPECIAL — Tuna, 
cheese, tuna, tomato, tuna, lettuce, 
tuna, and our own special dressing 
on a 12-Inch Italian roll    $3.20 
THt COMMONWEALTH HALL - 
Vd lb of meat 2 kind* Of ham and 
2 hinds of salami complete with 
all the fixings'   $3.20 
THE EASTERN BY PASS - •>, lb 
mixture of everything1 2 kinds Ot 
ham and salami, tuna, itverwonrt. 
roast beef, turkey and chsiss 
Peanut-butter by request   $3.69 
W. THIRD AND MAIN STREETS 
REGULAR SANDWICHES 
S«»*e- on WMtt. KM or Whole VVkeei breed. 
I.rllect. IMIIII. Mi)o, Master* ur Onion 
oe Rreetrt. let \ sirs 
CHEF SALAD — Portions of Ham. 
Roast Beef. Turkey. Salami and 
Swiss Cheese on a bed of 
Lettuce with Tomatoes and your 
choice of dressing      $2.20 
Roast Beef $1.64 Turkey    $142 
Ham $1.42 Salami  $1.42 
Liverworsl  . $142 Cheese   $1.31 
Tuna Salad  . $1.42 
(heat* on si) sa*4aich ISc txlra 
SUBMARINE SANDWICHES 
liKkien I .niece. Toeseton. Ontoav 
Cheese end our owe lop stem eVettaaa, 
MM Monster 
(S Inches)    (12 Inches 
Roast Beef   $1.95 42.70 
Ham    $1.71 $280 
Salem.    $1.71 $2.50 
Turkey    $1.71 $2.60 
Liverworat  $1.71 $2.60 
Tuna  $1.71 $2J0 
Che.ee  $1.71 $240 
M«ed  $1.71 $260 
2 Kinds of Ham «»c*JP 
2 Kinds of Salami ^0f f>« 
C°^ 
SIDE ORDERS 
COKE. SPRITE. TAB. MR  PIBB   40* 
Lemonade or Iced Tea   sot 
Coffee   -...«•« 
Potato Chips   sot 
Hot Pepper*   i ot 
Koscher Pickle Slice   lot 
Tossed Salad  EM 
DESSERTS 
Apple Pie  tM 
p««chPie  •»» 
PecanCoofcle  MS 
Cheesecake   TO* 
FREE DELIVERY 
$2.60 MINIMUM 
Monday - Thursday   10 A.M. to 12 P M 
Friday - Saturday   10 AM to 12 P.M 
Sunday 4PM to 12 P M 
Wt Reteive tne n>em ID lam oui Delivery hang* 
• ; 

r*H U ̂ Wlt TT555 
tag* 14/V*. MM*. 30 
Th. EMtrn FrofrM. 
Thar***. Apr* 23. 1M1 
■-■  V; :•.-■■  . 
Bays advocates 
i 
(Continued from Feet I) 
longer-term future. Bays said. He 
explained businesses have become so 
■concerned with quarterly growth in 
sales and earnings that they are not 
: investing for the future. 
Bays pointed to his own company as a 
business that has overcome this 
phenomena by investing in plants, 
equipment and research in order to 
meet growing, changing customer 
-needs and to compete with other 
businesses who have made long-term 
commitments to meet those tame 
needs. Bays stated he is in favor of a 
national fiscal policy which encourages 
business to invest for the future. 
Bays graduated from the University 
with a B.S. degne in business and 
English. In in, he received a MBA 
degree from Indiana University 
Currently. Bays aits on the board of 
directors for seven major corporations, 
SO*"* «**>•*« «l company ind 
Delta Air Lines. He is a trustee of Duke 
University and Northwestern 
University and is a director and former 
chairman of Lake Forest Hospital 
Bays was named outstanding chief 
executive officer within (he hospital- 
supply industry by Tec Wall street 
Transcript in 1980 and outstanding chief 
executive officer m the drug products 
and hospital-supply industry by 
Financial WerM magazine in 1975 and 
1981. 
Service plagued 
(Continued from Page 1) 
first we need a 5,000 roll of two cent 
stamps" With two-cent stamps the 
purchaser would be able to save them 
up and use them again. "We don't want 
you to pay 29 cents and get a weird 
combination you can't use," said the 
supervisor. 
"Improvement of the system should 
come In one month when a one-cent 
stamp combination will be used," 
explained Kearns. One-cent stamps 
come in rolls of 5,000 so they may be of 
temporary assistance. 
He said that If people have any extra 
stamps they don't use, to put, them on 
packages and bring them to the post 
office and the clerks will accept the 
stamps as part of the payment hi 
mailing the package. 
He concluded saying that he too had 
an encounter with a private stamp 
machine. 
Kearns recalled, "I was in a hotel and 
had to mail a post card " He said the 
only stamp machine in the vicinity was 
a 75 cent stamp vending machine. He 
ended up paying 75 cents for 40 cents 
worth of stamps. "If you ever need 
stamps," he said, "the beat way to buy 
them is by bulk." 
Tanning their Hides 
When there's no place eke to lie, there's nothing like the hood 
of a Volkswagen. Kathy Reader, a freshman physical 
education major, and Tarn Com, a freshman undecided on a 
major, catch some infared rays on a warm afternoon. ( 
by Eric flhkseenWer) 
Dynamic musical duo graduates, but melodies linger on 
• (Continued from page S.) 
more relaxed on stage, but with the 
progression of time, the problem he 
faced decreased. 
Cox also admitted to being nervous at 
first, but since that time he has learned 
to relax during a performance. He 
related that the experience of playing 
for others has given him confidence in 
other performances. 
The pair were able to complement 
each other. Where one lacked a skill in 
singing, the other made up for it. The 
same principle was true concerning the 
guitar. Rogers commented that he was 
a better guitarist and that Cox had the 
more seasoned voice. Cox agreed with 
this, but he added that the blend that 
they arrive at is "nothing that we work 
t - it just happens, like magic." 
From a format revolving around 
music, the two developed a comedy 
routine in addition to their musk. 
According   to   Rogers,   "nothing   is 
Sinned." He admits that it is usually 
who begins the routine when be 
welcomes the audience. 
The duo emphasizes the work of Steve 
Martin and John Denver. This reason, 
in addition to the audiences' en- 
thusiastic response, was why 
"Saturday Night in Toledo. Ohio" and 
Steve Martin's comedy routines have 
repeatedly appeared In the pair's 
performances 
Comedy and music were not the only 
activities which held the interest of 
these two young men. Individuality is 
important to both of them, and this was 
reflected    in    their    work,    both 
academically and socially. 
During Rogers' first semester, he 
was involved with the Bowling Club 
Second semester introduced him to 
Lambda Sigma, which would lead to his 
positions as junior and senior sponsors 
during his last two years. Other ac- 
tivities which Rogers became in- 
terested in were Intervarsity Christian 
Fellowship, the Collegiate Peneacle 
and the LET. Club. 
Cox was also involved with other 
projects. In addition to his theater 
performances,    "Royal    Gambit," 
Pippin," "A Company of Wayward 
Saints" and "Caberet," Cex developed 
an interest in show choir. During the 
summer of his sophomore and junior 
years, Cox played a role in the play, 
"Tecumseh'vlnOhio 
The past moves forward and now 
they face graduation in May. The future 
holds separation for the duo, and as 
Rogers reflects, they are "ready to 
solo." 
Besides continuing his architectural 
degree, Rogers jokingly adds that he 
hopes to cut his first album to be titled, 
"Tornado Song" or "Back Home Once 
More." > 
Rogers hopes to continue to work with 
his music "when the opportunity arises 
to play," but he does not think the 
immediate future holds a continuation 
fo his musical career. With Rogers 
transferring to the University of 
Kentucky in the fall, he may become 
involved with a rock trio, but he feels 
that most of his performances will be 
MnbHomn-tkitinloan.iHiThiOtlktoiStudntAcXnHmt 
A Diamond Jubilee Dance 
Saturday, April 25 
8 to midnight 
The Gary Lewis Band 
At the 
University Center Plaza 
D'»«* KMmi-fonMl 
$5 per couple 
TJottttemiMefcliet 
Bursar't window b 
Office of Student Activities 
Cox will be heading to Vermont after 
Saduation tor a job with the Green 
ounUin Guild, starting in June and 
lasting until December. Cox will have a 
part in several plays. The guild is an 
educational experience and he will be 
housed in a condominium with other 
acton. 
Once Cox finishes in Vermont, he will 
head to Atlanta for four months of 
work. 
Cox also hopes in the future that he 
and Rogers will be able to work their 
schedules around for a reunion of 
laughter and musk. 
The future meets the two at 
graduation and both will remember 
their duo and the audiences of the 
University. Rogers expressed their 
feelings for their followers by saying, 
"We appreciaUd you coming; it meant 
»lot to us " 
Accident 
claims student 
One University student was killed 
and another was hospitalised in an 
automobile accident this weekend. 
Dead is Michael Kirby Hunter, a 
freshman from Albany, James Dyer 
HI, a sophomore from Albany, was 
hospitalized and listed in critical 
condition immediately after the ac- 
cident. 
Dyer is now in a hospital in Tennmtr 
where he will undergo plastic surgery. 
He is expected to recover. 
The accident occurred near the 
Kentucky - Tennessee border. 
Allen dies   i 
Dick Mayo Allen, 61, a native of 
Prestonburg, died on Saturday, April 
IS. An associate professor of library 
science, be has been with the Univer- 
sity since July 1967. 
Allen received his Afi rtagnu from 
Eastern Kentucky State College in 1 Ml. 
and MA and BSLS degrees from George 
Peabody College for Teachers in 
Nashville, Tenn., in 1MI and IMf. 
respectively 
Prom 1MB to 1M7. he was a social 
studies teacher in a Floyd County high 
school, after which he served five 
years as associate librarian at Ap- 
palachian State Teachers College in 
Boone, N.C. 
From 1*54 to 1957 Allen was head 
librarian and associate professor it 
library science at Arkansas State 
Teachers College in Conway, Ark. He 
was in the military service from 1M2 to 
IMS, serving as an administrative 
officer in the Army Medical Depart- 
ment. 
He leaves two sons, Dick Jr. and 
Robert, and a daughter. Sue. He also 
leaves his wife, the former Florence 
Crook, who attended Eastern from 1M1 
tolM2. 
Mankin dies 
Phillip H. Mankin, a retired professor 
of English at the University died 
Friday, April 17. 
Funeral services were held Tuesday 
at 10:30 a.m. at the Hazel Cemetery In 
Bedford County, Tenn. Rev. Charles 
Highfield officiated 
The deceased was taken from the 
Oldham, Roberts and Powell Funeral 
Home to the Woodfln Memorial Chapel 
in Murfreesboro. Tenn. last Sunday. 
Free concert in Ravine 
7p.m. April 27 
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Contact 0fffce of StuderrtActwitats. 
128Powe«Biiddini.l22-3l5S. 
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Frank Holder Dance Co. 
Don't miss this 
Diamond 
opportunity! 
Sec ya there. 
April 30 
7:30 p.m. 
* 1 admission 
Brock 
Auditorium 
. 
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UNIVERSITY FILM SERIES 
Tharaiay. Friday A Sataedey        7*9    Lady and the Trame 
A*ri23.24A2S ^       ■"■«■» 
&-day, Aprl » • »-    ■* "•*tJMm. 
Moad^.TnmeayAWeda«d.y 
Aarl27.2tA» '**   wmm' 
7 A 9:30 Fa 
Friday A Saturday 
Aprl30,MaylA2 
7A9      AFoneofOae 
8*10    AFomofOa* 
Late Show 11:30 p.m. 
Friday, Aprl 24 
Saturday. Apr! 25 
Midnight Movies 
Friday. Aprl 24 F. 
Saturday, April 25 Fa 
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JOHN WILL NEVER EAT SHISH KEBAB AGAIN. 
Steven will never ride 
a motorcycle again. 
Greg will never lift 
weights again. 
Who's killing Crawford 
High's snobbish top ten? 
At the rate they're going 
there will be no one left 
for Virginia's birthday 
party...alive. 
The story of a man who 
wanted to keep the world 
safe for democracy... 
and meet girls. 
*.w 
Six of   the most bizarre 
murders you will ever see. 
COLUMBIA PICTURES PRESENTS A JOHN DUNNING—ANDRE LINK PRODUCTION OF 
starring A J. LEE THOMPSON FILM "HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO ME" 
MELISSA SUE ANDERSON GLENN FORD LAWRENCE DANE SHARON ACKER 
FRANCES HYLAND introduce TRACY BREGMAN and LISA LANGLOIS 
Assocate Producer LARRY NESIS  Mus.c K BO HARWOOD and LANCE RUBIN    Producnon Des.gner EARL PRESTON 
[Vector ot Photographs MIKLOS LENTE, C.S.C.    Screenplay bvJOHN SAXTON, PETER JOBIN and TIMOTHY BOND 
Story bvJOHN SAXTON   L,ne Producer STEWART HARDING  Produced by JOHN DUNNING and ANDRE LINK 
RlKITMCTli^i D,recwd K J- LEE THOMPSON 
BILL MURRAY 
STRIPES 
Opening May 15th at theatres everywhere 
WARNING: BECAUSE OF THE BIZARRE NATURE OF THE PARTY, 
NO ONE WILL BE SEATED DURING THE LAST TEN MINUTES... 
PRAY YOU'RE NOT INVITED. 
Q 
Niwn 
Opens June 26th at selected theatres 
IMBIA PICTURES TAKES YDU BEYDNDTHE FUTURE 
TD A UNIVERSE YDU VE NEVER SEEN BEFDRE... 
I A UNIVERSE DF MYSTERY 
A UNIVERSE DF MAGIC. 
A UNIVERSE DF SEXUAL FANTASIES 
A UNIVERSE DF AWE5DME GDDD. 
\ A UNIVER5E DF TERRIFYING EVIL 
WA 
■■.   y. ■•   - V*»-y,: 
'««-*►'.•-   - 
- 
m»m0mtm «SM      V.? 
tm 
dfccrfc* . 
A STEP BEYOND SCIENCE FICTION. 
COLUMBIA PICTURES PRESENTS AN IVAN REITMAN-LEONARD MOGEL PRODUCTION 
HEAVY METAL 
""SBB! MICHAEL GROSS   MU1YELMER BERNSTEIN   ggg^LEONARD MOGEL      S^^ 
DAN GOLDBERG & LEN BLUM   BA8H"»gS?SfeAgJ RICHARD CORBEN. ANGUS McKIE. DAN O'BANNON, 
THOMAS WARKENTIN AND BERNIWRIGHTSON ^ "■"B GERALD POTTERTON psooucl? IVAN REITMAN 
SCREENPLAY 
BY 
The trademark "Heavy Metal" is owned by National Lampoon, Inc. Q t*M1 COLUMBIA PICTURES INDUSTKICS INC 
Coming August "7th. 
The story of two enterprising young men 
who make an amazing amount of money 
selling ice cream. 
CHEECH & CHONG'S 
REAMS 
COLUMBIA PICTURES PRESENTS A C*C. BROWN PRODUCTION 
"CHEECH & CHONG'S NICE DREAMS" 
STARRING CHEECH MARIN & THOMAS CHONG 
and STACY KEACH 
WRITTEN BY THOMAS CHONG & RICHARD"CHEECH"MARIN ASSOCIATE PRODUCER SHELBY FIDDIS 
PRODUCED BY HOWARD BROWN DIRECTED BY THOMAS CHONG.-«™,™ 
Coming June 5th to selected theatres 
